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Abstract
Modeling and simulations are core elements for the evaluation of policy and investment
projects. Particularly with the transport sector, determining the expected transport
demand is a centrally factor. These arise due to changes to the location of individuals
and objects within the area of study. Should this demand be established for a future
period via prognosis, measures can be evaluated prior to their implementation.
Traditional approaches follow the macroscopic ‘4 step model’, and ascertain demand
in transport in aggregated form, for example via breaking them down into traffic
zones and homogenous user-groups. Using microscopic simulations as a new branch
of research however, each traveler is seen individually. They possess an important
advantage – they are able to draw back complexity, found with modeling systems, to
more simple rules, because complex phenomena at the macro-level are the result of the
interaction found at the individual level.
The development of microscopic models generates many challenges. Efficient algo-
rithms must be developed, as, according to the quantity and complexity of the simu-
lated objects, the amount of calculatable individual cases will be great. In addition,
advanced data requirements will need to be made, as for each individual an initial
activity-plan is necessary – one which then can be followed and optimized during the
simulation run. The difficulty therein lies in the creation of separate plans for each
individual out of general input data.
As a solution, a method has been developed which applies representative, empirically-
observed trip chain patterns to a chosen area of study. Trip-chains thus generated
by the model exemplify themselves by the detail found within space at the level of
individual buildings and down-to-the-minute time periods. Further, the trips generated
remain connected and are thus suitable, unlike traditional origin-destination matrices,
for the direct application within microscopic vehicle flow models.
Using Geographic Information Systems (GIS), the area of study is described and
incorporates, according to the availability of data, a representation of the studied
area via land-use data and elements such as the location of buildings, companies, and
private households. The data concerning the behavioral patterns describe the pattern
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of movement for individuals in the form of empirically observed trip chain protocols.
Both data types can then be linked by the attributes that they have in common,
expressed as sets of constraints.
The method’s application will be demonstrated as an urban transport model observ-
ing commercial passenger transport within the Berlin region and the precise detail of
the generated trip chains via comparison to established comparative data will be con-
firmed. It can be shown that the method is applicable and correct values for established
key values of reference can be produced.
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Zusammenfassung
Modelle und Simulationen sind ein zentrales Werkzeug fu¨r die Bewertung von politi-
schen Maßnahmen und Investitionen. Speziell im Verkehrssektor stellt die Bestimmung
der erwarteten Verkehrsnachfrage eine zentrale Fragestellung dar. Sie ergibt sich aus
der Ortsvera¨nderung von Individuen oder Verkehrselementen in einem Untersuchungs-
gebiet. La¨sst sich diese Verkehrsnachfrage fu¨r eine bestimmte Zeit prognostizieren,
ko¨nnen Maßnahmen bereits vor ihrer Implementierung bewertet werden.
Traditionelle Ansa¨tze verfolgen dabei das makroskopische “4-Stufen Modell” und
bestimmen die Verkehrsnachfrage in aggregierter Form, zum Beispiel durch Untertei-
lung in Verkehrszonen und homogene Nutzergruppen. Mikroskopische Simulationen als
neuerer Forschungszweig betrachten hingegen jeden Nachfrager einzeln. Sie haben den
wichtigen Vorteil, daß sich mit ihnen die Komplexita¨t des zu modellierenden Systems
auf einfache Regeln zuru¨ckfu¨hren la¨sst. Komplexe Pha¨nomene auf Makroebene gehen
dann auf die Wechselwirkungen zwischen den Einzelereignissen zuru¨ck.
Bei der Entwicklung mikroskopischer Modelle stellen sich mehrere Herausforderun-
gen. Zum einen mu¨ssen effiziente Berechnungsverfahren verwendet werden, da je nach
Zahl und Komplexita¨t der simulierten Objekte die Zahl der zu berechnenden Einzelfa¨lle
sehr groß wird. Außerdem mu¨ssen unterschiedliche Datenanforderungen beru¨cksichtigt
werden, denn fu¨r jedes Individuum ist ein initialer Aktivita¨tenplan erforderlich, welcher
dann im Laufe der Simulation verfolgt und optimiert wird. Eine Schwierigkeit dabei
ist, aus den meist allgemein vorliegenden Eingangsdaten individuelle Pla¨ne fu¨r jedes
Individuum zu erstellen.
Zur Lo¨sung wird eine Methodik entwickelt, welche empirisch beobachtete re-
pra¨sentative Verhaltensdaten auf einen Untersuchungsraum u¨bertra¨gt. Die dabei er-
zeugten Wegeketten zeichnen sich durch eine feine ra¨umliche und minutengenaue zeit-
liche Auflo¨sung aus. Des Weiteren bleiben die erzeugten Fahrten durch alle Modell-
schritte hinweg miteinander verknu¨pft und eignen sich so, anders als herko¨mmliche
Quelle-Ziel Matrizen, fu¨r den Einsatz in mikroskopischen Verkehrsflussmodellen.
Der Untersuchungsraum wird dazu in einem Geographischen Informationssystem
(GIS) beschrieben und umfasst je nach Datenverfu¨gbarkeit eine mo¨glichst genaue Dar-
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stellung des Raumes durch Angaben zur Fla¨chennutzung sowie der Verortung von
Objekten wie Geba¨ude, Firmen und Haushalte. Die Verhaltensdaten beschreiben die
Bewegungsmuster der mobilen Individuen innerhalb der zuvor definierten ra¨umlichen
Umgebung und liegen in Form von Wegekettenprotokollen vor, die typischerweise in
empirischen Studien oder durch fahrzeugseitig installierte elektronische Bordsysteme
erhoben werden. Beide Datenarten werden dann durch ein auf deren Schnittmenge
abgestimmtes Regelwerk verknu¨pft.
Die Funktion des Verfahrens wird fu¨r den Raum Berlin als urbanes Verkehrsmodell
fu¨r den Personenwirtschaftsverkehr demonstriert und die Genauigkeit der erzeugten
Wegeketten durch Vergleich zu etablierten Vergleichsdaten besta¨tigt. Es kann gezeigt
werden, dass das Verfahren anwendbar ist und stimmige Werte fu¨r bewa¨hrte Kennzah-
len erzeugt.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Objective and relevance of the thesis
Annually, enormous sums of money are spent on transportation infrastructure projects
around the world. Budgets in the hundreds of millions of dollars are common [34]. As-
sessment of both the financial potential and the risk of such projects heavily depends
on the accuracy of traffic forecasts. This thesis contributes to the task by present-
ing a novel approach to transport demand generation with which to extend existing
forecasting models. The approach is inspired by the fields of computer science and car-
tography and, as such, relies on computer algorithms, database systems and geographic
information systems (GIS).
Traffic forecasts are employed in various fields. The need dates back to the 1950s [52],
while the growing awareness of environmental issues further increased demand [33].
However, the forecast accuracy remains the key aspect. For example, Bangkok’s Sky-
train, an urban rail system costing US $2 billion (¤1.5 billion, as of November, 2009),
was designed to face passenger volumes 2.5 times higher than the actual traffic. Mis-
leading traffic forecasts resulted in over proportioning: oversized station platforms and
a large surplus of dispensable trains and cars that now queue in the system’s mainte-
nance areas [34].
For these reasons, transport modeling as an essential tool for forecasting require fine-
tuning. Most of the research has, so far, distinguished between ‘personal transport’
and ‘freight transport’, as these two transport types make up the substantial share
of all transport. However a third type, namely individuals traveling for commercial
reasons and on business purposes, has been disregarded so far [61]. Growing evidence
convinces however, that there is a necessity for considering it, for the following reasons:
1. First, since only about one third to a half of the commercial passenger transport
trips are actually reported in written household surveys [19], a major share of rel-
evant trips is not represented in passenger transport statistics. As a consequence,
commercial passenger transport is only partly covered by existing personal trans-
port models, which are typically based on passenger transport statistics.
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2. Second, already today the share of commercial passenger transport seems to
account for roughly twenty percent of the total urban traffic [50, 82, 101]. Hence,
the fact that it is not yet considered within transport models is problematic.
3. Third, with regard to future developments, there are reasons to believe that its
share, especially in the industrialized countries, is going to grow [102]. Evidence
can be found in many articles hinting at future economic development. Thus the
Economist believes that Germany’s service sector is currently underdeveloped
and argues that the share of services sold domestically must rise [64]. The argu-
ment is that otherwise the gap that emerges as Germany cannot rely on export
as much as it did in the past will not be able to be filled. A growing significance
of the service industry would likely be accompanied by an increase in traffic of
that industry, and only a share of the trips can be replaced by information and
telecommunication technologies.
4. Fourth, recent model designs themselves make the consideration of commercial
passenger transport necessary, especially in the light of the trend towards re-
gional and spatially diverse model designs that provide results at the level of
city districts and individual housing blocks. First studies indicated urban traffic
to be the largest share of commercial passenger transport, thus regional models
suffer the most if commercial passenger transport is not considered.
Besides the above reasons, the need to direct research towards taking commercial
passenger transport into account has been repeatedly emphasized in scientific publi-
cations, among them by Menge and Lenz [61], Steinmeyer [88] and Wermuth
et al. [102], and it has further been acknowledged by official authorities such as the
Berlin Senate [82], including the immediate need to develop models for commercial
passenger transport [87].
The goal of the present thesis is to contribute to the solution of the problem by pre-
senting a novel methodology that can be used for the synthetic generation of transport
demand. This thesis’ approach follows the principal idea of extrapolating empirically
observed trip chain data through the reproduction of its main characteristics, while at
the same time matching given geographic characteristics of the study area. For out-
put, synthetically generated trip chain data is obtained for being fed into microscopic
vehicle flow simulations, with the benefit that all trips in a trip chain are related and
remain connected. As such, the methodology is designed to connect with simulations
such as SUMO [29], MATSIM [55], and TRANSIMS [94] that see individuals as their
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primary modeling unit. By converting the individual trip chain data to aggregated
origin-destination (OD) matrices of cell zonings in lesser detail, the methodology can
alternatively be integrated into traditional network equilibrium models for the genera-
tion of aggregate travel predictions. The methodology may also be used for transport
types other than commercial passenger transport outlined in this thesis.
Furthermore, multi-agent simulations, in which each traveler is represented individ-
ually, often use the concept of systematic relaxation in order to implement feedback
learning. A loop structure typically executes the same calculation many times, with
the difference that the result of the previous run is fed into the current one until a
solid state is reached [91]. To begin with, appropriate initial demand patterns are
needed and for generating these, the present methodology is a logical tool. As such,
the methodology contributes to the challenge formulated by Balmer et al. “to
create individual demand patterns out of general input data” [7].
The principal design of the methodology is founded in the main observation that
personal transport models typically cover trips that are made by individuals, while
most models for commercial transport were designed to emulate flows of goods. As
commercial passenger transport primarily deals with mobile individuals who only op-
tionally carry goods, the methodology is based on that concept of personal transport
modeling. A distinct characteristic of the present approach is that it relies on two
main groups of input data: empirical trip chain data and spatial data.
1. The first group (trip chain data) is typically part of empirical mobility surveys,
in which individuals are asked to report all their movements within a single day.
Such surveys provide information on the type and the duration of the activities
that were performed, as well as information on the trips between them, such as
the trip’s mode, duration and distance. Surveys of this kind are often constructed
nation-wide on behalf of federal authorities or, on a smaller scale, on behalf of
regional and/or private transport providers.
2. The second group of input data (spatial data) seeks to describe spatially the
study area with characteristics that can also be found in the trip chain data. Be-
nenson and Torrens point out that spatial data is accessible through national
databases for most industrialized countries, but up to this time not much of its
potential has been used for transport modelling, although modern methodologies
such as airborne and satellite sensors provide a large set of information on ur-
ban areas at the resolution of separate buildings [10]. Despite these possibilities,
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most current traffic models cut space down into aggregated traffic zones and then
conclude how much traffic flows between the zones.
While an increase in spatial precision of the input data does not necessarily improve
a model’s output, there are several advantages with it. A major benefit is that with
lesser degrees of abstraction, a model’s comprehendability increases for others from
outside the subject area. And further, finer breakdown leads to a greater variety of
policy options that can be resolved and subsequently evaluated with the model [9].
The methodology is inspired by a background in computer science. On the imple-
mentation side, the approach employs agent-based simulation techniques and relies
heavily on spatial database technology. The methodology utilizes constraints that can
be directly expressed in Structured Query Language (SQL) statements for relational
database systems.
1.2 Structure of the thesis
To begin with, the main characteristics of commercial passenger transport will be pre-
sented in chapter 2. A definition will be given along with a literature analysis of known
characteristics, and, with this, the basis for the actual methodology design will be es-
tablished. Chapter 3 will then summarize the principles of modeling and of transport
modeling in particular. Chapter 2 and chapter 3 together form the basis of the feasibil-
ity analysis that is presented thereafter in chapter 4, bringing together aspects specific
to commercial passenger transport and those pertaining to model theory.
The analysis pioneers a way to the actual methodology, which is developed in chap-
ter 5 as a set of mathematical formulas and algorithms. Chapter 6 then presents the
implementation into software, demonstrated by the example of Berlin, Germany. The
results obtained are used afterwards for verification. First, it will be shown that the
methodology can be successfully implemented and applied to a real world scenario,
showing that its complexity is maintainable and runs in affordable time. The results
further show that the output data consisting of individual trip chains is sound in that
it corresponds to known aggregates of that region. At the end of chapter 6, a set of vi-
sual examples is given that highlight the key aspects of the generated data. Chapter 7
then assesses the advantages and disadvantages of the present methodology and inves-
tigates into the method’s usability for scenario analysis and forecasting. The thesis
concludes with a number of summary conclusions and a discussion of future prospects
in chapter 8.
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There are several approaches to transportation. A broad definition is provided by
Pirath, who defines transportation as the movement of people, freight and information
from one location to another [75]. Excluding the transportation of information leads to
the more narrow concept that divides transportation into the two fields ‘transportation
of freight’ and ‘transportation of people’, nowadays also referred to as commercial
transportation and private transportation [103]. However, there are difficulties in
clearly separating commercial and private transport, especially with regard to people
traveling for commercial reasons. This particular type of transport can be referred
to as commercial passenger transport, to which Steinmeyer dedicated her doctoral
thesis in 2004. This chapter is oriented to her findings. In section 2.1, it first presents
a definition that was suggested by her after analyzing several definitions from the
scientific literature. Thereafter, the main characteristics are presented in section 2.2.
2.1 Definition of commercial passenger transport
Private transportation covers trips that meet private needs and that are typically
made by the person having the need, and on the other hand, commercial transportation
covers trips that are made for commercial activities, implying that the trip’s intention is
not the immediate satisfaction of the private needs of the person traveling. Wermuth
et al. break down the latter category into the following sub-classes [102]:
1. Freight transport (or goods transport) refers to the transportation of freight.
It includes trips made primarily for the purpose of transporting freight and is
further split into:
a) ‘Trips on behalf of others’ (or commercial freight transport), i. e. goods that
are transported between the place of production and consumption, and
b) ‘Trips on own account’ (or work transport), i. e. trips that transport a
company’s own goods on its own account, e. g. between production facilities.
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2. Commercial passenger transport refers to traffic generated by people who travel
for a business or official purpose. These trips can include the delivery of goods,
tools, materials, equipment and the like as a secondary function, but not as the
primary objective. Trips of the type ‘commercial passenger transport’ are caused
by the non-physical nature of a service, which does not allow the product to be
shipped as if it were a physical object [59]. Examples are delivery and instal-
lation services (if done together) or after-sales and repair services. Commercial
passenger transport can be further broken down into service trips and business
trips:
a) Service trips (or service transport), which represent a combination of goods
and passenger transport, where, besides the person actually providing the
service, further materials such as tools or spare parts are carried. Examples
are customer service providers and craftspeople.
b) Business trips (or business and service transport) are those made for a busi-
ness or an official purpose without the carriage of freight. Examples are trips
for attending conferences, business meetings and the like. Steinmeyer fur-
ther suggests classifying trips of this type according to their length in space
and time [87]:
i. Regional business trips refer to trips in which the reason for traveling is
to perform a commercial task such as a meeting with customers within
the range of 100 kilometers. In addition, the outward journey and
return trip must occur within 24 hours.
ii. Non-regional business trips refer to trips in which the reason for trav-
eling is to perform a commercial task and which exceed the regional
periphery of 100 kilometers and/or last more than 24 hours. Examples
are customer meetings or visits to trade fairs.
3. Transport service trips (or passenger transport), which are made for the purpose
of transporting people other than the person operating the vehicle. Examples
are trips by empty taxis and buses. This is because, if not empty, the trip would
be categorized by the purpose of the passenger making the trip.
For all categories, empty return trips, such as those back to the company’s site or
to a parking lot, fall under the same category as that of the preceding trip. The
definition does not restrict commercial passenger transport to specific modes, nor is
the geographical setting of importance. The main criteria are the person traveling
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Figure 2.1: Commercial transport by Steinmeyer and Wermuth et al., own
translation based on [87] and [102].
and the activity that causes the person to travel, while the transportation of freight is
understood as a non-mandatory, secondary function [87]. Figure 2.1 shows a graphical
representation first presented by Steinmeyer in German [87]. The figure shows how
commercial transport is split into the categories presented before.
Her definition resulted from an analysis of German and international literature and
borrows partly from the doctoral thesis of Schu¨tte [81]. The empirical survey Kraft-
fahrzeugverkehr in Deutschland (KiD), which is of great importance to the present
thesis, corresponds to the classification in figure 2.1 except for the introduction of an
additional category. To account for the fact that definitions must be subjected to
pragmatic considerations if they are to be used in empirical surveys [102], the category
‘other commercial transport’ is added for cases in which it cannot be distinguished
clearly whether a trip should be categorized as part of freight transport or commercial
passenger transport. Reported trips made for a combination of purposes or for a pur-
pose that is not covered by the previous two categories belong in this category. This
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applies for example, to trips made to maintain the operability of a vehicle such as trips
to the garage or the gas station.
2.2 Characteristics of commercial passenger transport
Besides national statistical data, Steinmeyer analyzed several regional studies, in
particular two empirical surveys for the cities of Hamburg and Dresden [87]. Since
most of her data was part of regional studies, the findings are restricted to a regional
context:
• The number of people that are affiliated with commercial passenger transport
represent only a small percentage of the entire population, but show higher-than-
average trip rates. Thus, they are extremely mobile.
• While commercial passenger transport is not restricted to particular modes, the
major share is on motorized transport.
• Significant differences in terms of trip purpose, destination choice and means of
transport can be identified depending on the economic sector of the businesses
that generate trips for providing the service.
• There is a linear correlation between a firm’s number of mobile employees and a
firm’s total number of employees, and the number of vehicles that a firm owns
also correlates to it.
• Not only automobiles registered to commercial keepers, but also a considerable
share of automobiles registered to private keepers produce commercial passenger
transport trips, and a large share of commercial passenger transport originates
from small companies such as roofers, painters and plumbers.
• While private households are usually not represented in freight traffic models,
they are relevant for commercial passenger transport, since they can serve as
possible destinations of commercial passenger transport trips.
• Urban commercial passenger transport occurs mostly in the near vicinity and a
major share of it consists of short-distance trips.
• Commercial passenger transport is assumed to account for 19 % to 30 % of the
total traffic in most studies. Hence, the impact of commercial passenger transport
on urban traffic seems to be higher than the one of freight transport.
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The previous chapter named the definition and the characteristics of commercial pas-
senger transport. This chapter introduces modeling aspects in order to pave the road
towards the development of a methodology that allows to model the corresponding
transport demand. The two chapters will be connected by the feasibility analysis
thereafter in chapter 4, outlining the principal considerations that lead to the actual
methodology that is then developed in chapter 5.
The chapter starts by providing in section 3.1 a short overview on general aspects of
modeling, showing that models became an important tool in most scientific disciplines
and names some principal challenges during model development. Emphasize will be
given to the importance of computer science in the light of current state-of-the-art
modeling efforts. The chapter will then explore concepts specific to the field of trans-
port modeling in section 3.2. The standard four-step model for transport modeling as
well as the recent trend towards microscopic simulation systems will be outlined. Fur-
ther, transport demand will be defined followed by a description of the activity-based
travel theory, with respect to the importance of the two concepts for the present ap-
proach. The chapter ends by presenting a brief description of a simulation framework
into which the present work can be embedded.
3.1 The use of models in science
3.1.1 Introduction to modeling
Models became popular in almost all fields of science and are one of the principal
instruments of modern science. Their application ranges from the simulation of stars
and galaxies, the simulation of nuclear reactions, the evolution of life to simulating the
outbreak of wars [42]. Well-known examples are the Bohr model of the atom, the double
helix model of DNA and the general equilibrium models of markets. A surprisingly
large number of historic models use mechanics and are on display in museums today,
such as the Phillips hydraulic model of the Keynesian economic theory, in which water
9
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is used to represent the circulation of money [74]. By changing the rate of the flow of
water through pipes, one can analyze effects such as an increase of interest.
Models can serve two fundamentally different functions [36]. First to represent a
theory in a way that it interprets the laws and axioms of that theory. Second to
represent a selected part of reality with the advantage of having the ability to run
tests within the model even if a test in reality is not feasible, for example if tests
are too costly, take too long or to run and test different scenarios against each other,
enabling an investigation into the effects of changing parameters before applying them
in reality. In 1973, Stachowiak presented a definition of modeling that is applicable to
any scientific field [83]. According to his understanding, a model needs to incorporate
three aspects:
1. Emulation. A model must always be a reproduction of something else, which in
turn can be a model itself.
2. Reduction. A model addresses relevant aspects only. All other aspects are sup-
pressed and do not become part of the model.
3. Pragmatism. A model is developed to fulfill a specific need, perhaps with just a
limited period of time in mind. Its design should be oriented for addressing this
need.
Two main aspects can be named that are crucial for model development. The
overall goal is to express as clearly as possible the way in which one believes reality to
operate [37] while another goal is to transfer the complicated real world to a simpler
scale so as to make the emulation possible. The difficulty is to find a convenient ratio
that achieves both goals at the same time.
3.1.2 Computerized modeling
Models do not necessarily need to be very complex. Instead, a simple regression
equation between an independent and a dependent variable can already represent a
model, like for example the Cobb-Douglas production function1 Y = ALαKβ that
interprets how manufactured products relate to production input factors [23, 37].
While models can be a mathematical formula or a physical object, the computer
offers a wide range of possibilities to the modeler, making those implemented on a
1 with Y = total production, L = labor input, K = capital input, A = total factor productivity,
α = output elasticity of labor, and β = output elasticity of capital
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computer a highly effective methodological tool [42]. Therefore, it is not surprising
that most models nowadays rely on computer technology in one way or another. As
a consequence, the overlap of computer science and modeling (and traffic modeling in
particular) is manifold. It ranges from research on efficient algorithms over processing
large data matrices or n-dimensional data cubes using appropriate data structures onto
designing, selecting and assembling hardware systems that provide sufficient computing
power.
Many concepts for computational modeling were originally developed in other sci-
entific fields than the field of application and are borrowed from computer science,
physics, mathematics and economy. Some of the most important concepts that are
borrowed from computer science are automata theory, multi-agent systems, artificial
intelligence, and object oriented programming [10]. For transport models in partic-
ular, graph theory, databases and geographic information systems (GIS) are heavily
used [80].
There is a general agreement that computational performance is a major challenge for
many model designs, in particular for multi-agent simulations in the transport sector,
because lacking performance is seen as a major impediment to the acceptability of
such computationally intensive models [9]. For these, overnight computation times
on standard hardware are considered critical for such transport models to move from
research labs to regular professional application [2]. Nagel and Marchal highlight
the interaction between computer science and traffic research by pointing out that the
development of a model and its implementation are not independent processes. Already
during the model design phase, one must consider the computational techniques and
the actual model logic together. This is particularly significant for the development of
models in a sustainable and modular way, because once a particular implementation
has been selected, a certain amount of lock-in toward certain models can be expected
until someone else takes it on to start a competing, different implementation [66].
A beneficial side effect of computational modeling is that it forces the modeler to be
precise, because unlike models expressed in natural language, valid computer code is
always exactly specified if it is to run [37].
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3.2 Models in transport research
In the specific field of transport research, models are deployed to forecast traffic and to
estimate the effects of various policies. Bobinger distinguishes between two groups
of traffic models [14]. Models of the first provide forecasts based on economic figures.
Their main purpose is trend forecasting for large regions on macro-economic level, for
example based on a region’s gross domestic product (GDP). The second group stresses
the spatial distribution of traffic and analyzes traffic flows between regions. Space
is often cut into disjunct zones for this purpose, with each zone described by socio-
economic characteristics such as the number of citizens, the number of work places,
the sales area in local stores and so on. Zone-to-zone travel demand is then predicted
for a given time period by executing several successive sub-models that account for the
characteristics of the zones as well as for the distance, time or cost required to travel
between them [9].
3.2.1 The standard four-step model
For models belonging to the latter group, the standard four-step model (FSM), some-
times also referred to as the urban transportation planning (UTP) procedure, was
established (see for example [56, 26, 62]). The standard procedure, which, as the name
already suggests, consists of four steps, provides a general framework for modeling
transport. Due to its basic nature, the four steps can be identified in most transport
models. The four steps are:
1. Trip generation determines the number of outgoing and incoming trips for each
distinguished geographic area called zones. Zones are obtained by dividing space
into multiple areas, ideally by considering traffic-specific aspects.
2. Trip distribution then calculates how these trips distribute by assigning desti-
nation zones to the outgoing trips for every zone that has outgoing trips. The
outcome typically is stored in so-called origin-destination-matrices (OD-matrices)
and will be discussed in more detail at the end of this section.
3. Mode choice determines which mode of transportation is chosen for each trip,
e. g. whether the trip was taken by rail, by car, by truck or by bicycle.
4. Route assignment finally converts trips into routes. Here, usually a user equi-
librium is sought that ensures that all paths that are used for a given origin-
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destination combination have the same travel time and no other, faster travel
path exists [99].
The four steps and the data that is obtained after each step is outlined in figure 3.1.
Recent models tend not to strictly follow the individual steps in sequence, but allow
some kind of interaction between them, paying respect to the idea that the steps should
influence each other. Furthermore, trip generation, trip distribution and mode choice
are sometimes carried out separately for different user classes (or homogeneous groups),
with every user class representing individuals with similar travel behavior.
Although not identified as a separate step, it should be added that the collection and
preparation of data is a prerequisite and can make up a substantial share of the work.
This involves evaluating national statistics, but also employing designated empirical
surveys, e. g. time-budget surveys or trip attraction surveys. If real-life data is missing,
it is necessary to generate synthetic data that meets known aggregate statistics [9].
Fortunately, the amount of available data increased steadily during the past years.
Nonetheless, this effect will not completely eliminate the need for generating synthetic
data, because firstly, some data is subject to privacy requirements. Although existent,
this data is then not available for research [10]. Secondly, for some data the extraction
from reality by empirical means is impossible due to the kind of data that is needed,
such as future data. And finally, the synthetical generation of data can be required due
to technical difficulties that do not allow to obtain the needed data by other means,
for example to survey personal dayplans of all individuals of a whole region during the
same day.
1.
Trip generation
2.
Trip distribution
3.
Mode choice
4.
Route assignment
Production attraction OD matrices OD matrice per mode
Figure 3.1: The four step process for transport modeling.
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3.2.2 From macroscopic models towards microscopic simulation
Models in which individuals are aggregated into user classes and space is represented
as aggregated zones are often referred to as macroscopic or aggregated models. The
improved availability of data accompanied by the substantial increase in computer
power in recent years has shifted modeling towards a more disaggregated level. Ex-
isting models have been refined by distinguishing between a greater number of user
classes and by increasing the number of zones. However, Axhausen observes three
main problems that are inherited in the principle design of such aggregated models [2].
Firstly, the approach does not allow proper emulation of regional and short term effects
that occur within the transport network such as traffic jams, environmental pollution,
traffic for finding parking space or waiting lines for public transportation. These gen-
erate substantial costs and should be taken into account by models. Secondly, modern
requirements to transport modeling require individuals to be grouped according to
highly differentiated classifications schemes. And thirdly, aggregated approaches face
general problems if it is to emulate the entire decision process that individuals main-
tain for their daily planning. In response, a different field of research was established
which focuses at individuals. In microscopic simulation, real world processes are seen
as the result of individual objects interacting with each other [10], often at the scale
of individual households or persons. Total results are obtained by aggregating the
individual results that are based on individual-level characteristics.
A clear borderline between macroscopic and microscopic approaches is hard to draw.
On the one hand, this is because the term microscopic simulation has been interpreted
quite diversely in transport research [91] and on the other hand, many kinds of inter-
mediate modeling approaches exist. One point is that microscopic simulation models
generally focus much more on small units, going as far as resolving all elements of the
transport system such as roads, crossings, vehicles, and travelers [12]. Opposed to this,
macroscopy refers to a more global view on reality and emphasizes the flows of goods
and travelers opposed to individual entities.
There are several advantages to micro simulation. One is that they imply the pos-
sibility to implement any logic without being restricted to mathematical relationships
in the form of formulas, thus offering a greater variety of options to the modeler. The
approach also allows to incorporate data at household or individual levels without in-
formation loss that may occur if input data have to be aggregated first before being fed
into a model (however, the opposite is more common and data have to be synthetically
disaggregated). Furthermore, micro simulation allows to aggregate the results into dif-
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ferent aggregation levels, be it by time, by space or by mode type, and to output them
either as aggregated statistics or as individual event listings, hence offering a higher
range of output options [6]. The precision in resolution further makes such tools more
sensible and more suitable for a wider range of policy options. And Ben-Akiva et al.
point out the advantage that these tools allow to capture the impacts of traffic control
devices including intelligent transportation systems (ITS) technologies, enabled by a
detailed representation of the underlying traffic infrastructure [9]. Finally, these tools
are more intuitive and therefore allow easier data interpretation, which makes them
more suitable for explaining the results to those less familiar with the subject.
The microscopic simulation brings a number of advantages; nonetheless, some as-
pects of the reality make this type of simulation inapplicable in some cases. Microscopic
models are typically bottom-up models where a lot of interaction occurs between small
entities on the micro-level and then leads to aggregated effects on the macro-level [72].
Nevertheless, some processes work top-down, e. g. the designation of land-uses by
governmental authorities or construction of highways [10]. Moreover, the bottom-up
approach is more likely to be helpful for people trained in physics, engineering or com-
puter science, whereas it may appear counterproductive for people trained in economics
since they tend to take a top-down approach. [66].
Another disadvantage to micro simulation emerges when it comes to the practical
application. At this time, macroscopic models have reached a more mature state than
their microscopic counterparts, as they have seen continuous enhancement through
constant development and practical use over the last thirty years that now is available
as standard software implementations. On the contrary, microscopic simulation is a
comparatively new field and at this time mainly used for scientific interests rather than
real world applications [12]. Self-implementations must be developed in most cases,
although modeling frameworks are available that intend to keep developing efforts low.
Yet the extra effort did not prevent simulation-based demand models to become more
widely used in recent years [18]. Ben-Akiva et al. state that “simulation has proven
to be a flexible, versatile, and comprehensive tool for demand modeling” [9].
3.2.3 Formalizing transport demand
For both macroscopic models and microscopic simulations, a substantial milestone is
obtained after trip generation and trip distribution, which is the demand for transport.
After mode choice, this represents the input for the route assignment step which then
ultimately results in flows. In economic model theory, demand is precisely defined
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and commonly understood as the demand for produced goods for satisfying needs.
Schiller observes that despite its significance, no precise definition exists for the
field of transportation [80]. In consequence, traffic demand is understood here as
the number of movements that are made during a given period of time. In the most
generalized form, this includes all movements of people, vehicles, information or freight.
It can be expressed in various aggregational forms, for example the total traffic volume
of a given period or that of a specific individual in that period, or the traffic volume
between two locations in space.
The traditional way to express transport demand is with origin-destination-matrices
(or OD matrices). Such matrices specify the number of trips between zones for every
zone pair as shown in the example in figure 3.2(a). One disadvantage of representing
the demand for trips in form of zone-based matrices is that a matrix only represents
one period in time. For example, a matrix can contain all trips between zones within
one day. If a higher resolution is needed to resemble the dynamics of traffic within these
24 hours, several matrices can be created for several times of a day. This, however,
disconnects trips that actually relate to each other. For instance, congestion might
cause the succeeding trips of a vehicle to be delayed or the driver to re-schedule his
dayplan giving up some trips at all, which cannot be resembled by conventional OD
matrices. Further, microscopic simulation models that compute route assignment for
individual travelers in effect require individual dayplans as input. If they are to be
fed with OD matrices, the matrices must first be decomposed into individual records.
Here, it is more efficient and conceptionally simpler not to use aggregated OD-matrices
as input, but to start from individual trips [97].
Trip chains as illustrated in figure 3.2(b) resolve these downsides. A trip chain con-
tains the trips of an individual in sorted order, in consequence preserves the relations
between them, e. g. outward journey and return trip, and can also be used directly for
microscopic route traffic assignment. The transport demand of a region can be repre-
sented by storing all trip chains of that region. Trip chains are downward compatible,
as merging all trips over a given period of time results in the conventional OD-matrix
of that time. And by expressing transport demand through individual trip chains, the
conversion that is necessary for feeding the data to microscopic simulation models is
avoided.
Due to the complexity of modern transport models that consist of various sub models
and modules for data preparation and visualization, many research groups do not have
the resources to work on all aspects and hence concentrate their research on specific
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(a) Transport demand represented as an origin-destination-matrix (OD
matrix) for n cells. The values vij represent the traffic volume (number
of trips) from the cell i to cell j.
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(b) Transport demand represented as individual trip chains.
Figure 3.2: Alternatives for expressing transport demand.
parts [2]. In order to allow for collaboration between research groups, the need to come
up with universal data exchange formats arises, for which Axhausen suggests the use
of the XML file format following the example of the ddi initiative [25] for the social
sciences or RailML [93], an initiative for the railroad sector in which among others,
the German Aerospace Center (DLR) participates [2]. While likewise no standardized
file format has been developed yet for the transport modeling community, the XML
Document Type Definitions (DTD) provided by MATSIM, an open source toolkit for
multi-agent transport simulations, can be used for the computerized representation of
transport demand until a common standard is approved. The files are accessible in
the current version at http://matsim.org/files/dtd/plans v4.dtd.
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3.2.4 Activity-based travel theory
The significance of trip chaining and the interest in the activities that trigger trips has
steered research towards activity-based demand generation (ABDG). ABDG is based
on the fundamental principle that travel demand is derived from activity demand [47].
Trips are seen as the result of activities that take place at different locations and the
need for transportation then originates from the fact that two consecutive activities at
different locations must be connected by a trip [97]. The concept implies that travel
decisions are part of a broader activity scheduling decision process. As a consequence,
understanding travel demand requires understanding the activities that trigger trips [9],
and calls for modeling the underlying human decision process [57].
Critics of the activity approach question whether this level of model complexity, i. e.
trying to recreate the complexity of human behavior, really is necessary for the need of
predicting travel. However, the need to develop transport models that are more close
to reality than is the case for the standard four-step model (FSM) is emphasized by
McNally et al. who justify having to deal with the complexity, because “at this
point, it is only possible to conclude that the current level of abstraction evident in
the FSM is clearly insufficient, and that some enhancement, and probably a significant
enhancement of the abstraction, is required” [57]. The two standpoints suggest that the
best choice might be found in between: a system that is oriented more close to reality
than the four-step model without the aim to resemble the human decision process.
Bowman and Ben-Akiva observe two central ideas in activity-based travel the-
ory [18]. First, the demand for traffic is derived by the activities of people and second,
individuals are further constrained in time and space. Considering the limited speed
at which a person can move in combination with other activities that the person
performs during the day, the space in reach during periods of travel is constrained.
Ha¨gerstrand first visualized the connection between space and time by so-called
space-time-prisms [41]. Two examples are illustrated in figure 3.3. An important ex-
ample is the natural need that under most circumstances, people return to a home base
at the end of the day for rest and by that they return to a fixed place. Other activities
that are performed during the day hence must be located within reach of the home
base during the time available for travel [38]. The concept of activities can be passed
on to zone-based traffic models by adding the attractiveness for various activities to
a zone’s description in order to influence trip generation and trip distribution. The
concept can also be broader integrated by letting the activities be the main focus of
observation, and then generating the resulting trips posterior. Specific activities such
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as home, work, shop, leisure are assigned to individual users and then activity plans
are developed that define when, where and in which order the activities are performed.
The work of Damm [24], Kitamura [49] and others provide reviews of the scientific
literature on activity-based travel theory. By now, a considerable number of imple-
mentations of the concept are known. An examination of recent activity-based and
non-activity based models that are currently in use or under development in the United
States has been given by Rossi et al., stressing on differences between the two model
types [79] and an overview on the historical development of activity-based modeling
is given in [16]. In terms of European efforts, the Dutch model system ALBATROSS
of the Technical University Eindhoven and MATSIM-T, developed in a Swiss/German
joined effort by the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich and the Technical
University of Berlin, can be named. An analysis of the two model systems has been
given by Axhausen [2].
3.2.5 Static traffic assignment, dynamic traffic assignment and iterative demand
optimization
Strippgen [91] and also Raney [77] explain the concepts of static traffic assignment,
dynamic traffic assignment and iterative demand optimization and how these concepts
relate. A brief summary will be given in the following in order to depict a framework
in which the methodology that will be developed later on can be applied.
space
tim
e
space
tim
e
Figure 3.3: Ha¨gerstrand space-time-prisms by [41] and [44]. A space-time prism
is the set of all points that can be reached by an individual by a given maximum
speed if both the starting point and the ending point are known.
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Static traffic assignment determines the link volumes of a given network that result
from a given transport demand during a given period of time. The network, which
defines the supply side, consists of a set of links that are characterized by various
attributes such as speed and capacity. The demand side typically is provided by
an origin-destination (OD) matrix as described in section 3.2.3. Several approaches
exist for the assignment ranging from incremental procedures to general equilibrium
methods.
With dynamic traffic assignment (DTA), traffic flow models are used that describe
the movements of vehicles in the road network in order to allow a more realistic mod-
eling of the temporal dynamics of traffic flow. DTA models, opposed to static traffic
assignment models, require activity plans directly to be fed into the traffic flow models
for using the timing information that they contain. A significant drawback is that no
stringent mathematical theory exists for DTA similar to the equilibrium solution of
the standard four-step model, which is why multi-agent simulations can be seen as
the preferred choice for computing traffic assignment. Another argument is that the
multi-agent simulation approach well accompanies activity-based demand generation,
as the first requires the individual plans that the latter provides.
With simulation-based traffic assignment, the concept of systematic relaxation is
often used in order to implement feedback learning. A loop structure typically executes
the same calculation many times, with the difference that the results of the previous
run is fed into the current one until a solid state is reached. This is accomplished by
executing the following steps:
1. Take an initial transport demand as input. For multi-agent simulation systems,
this would be a set of dayplans that provides every agent of the simulation with
one dayplan that the agent is going to follow.
2. Simulate the agent dayplans simultaneously.
3. Adapt dayplans for some or all agents by either choosing a different one or by
keeping it but changing the route within the network.
4. Go on with step number two.
For micro-simulation models of this kind to work, Balmer et al. point out the
challenge to create individual demand patterns out of general input data for every indi-
vidual participating in the simulation [7], to which this thesis contributes the method-
ology that is developed in chapter 5.
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The previous chapter names basic principles on the theory of travel demand modeling.
This chapter will derive requirements that will lead us to a specific model system. It
is divided into four sections: section 4.1 will present general model theoretic require-
ments with an assessment of their practicability for commercial passenger transport;
sections 4.2 and 4.3 will be dedicated to data sources since the availability of input
data should be taken into account; section 4.4 states the conclusion leading to a spe-
cific model system, which, being originally designed to model transport demand for
the service industry, can be applied for other transport types as well. The model itself
will be introduced in detail in chapter 5.
4.1 Model theoretic requirements
Both private transport and commercial passenger transport have individuals as a prin-
cipal unit, whereas freight transport models commonly deal with the flows of goods [59].
Therefore, the strategy for modeling commercial passenger transport should presum-
ably be rooted in the theory of private transport modeling, focusing on the activity-
based transport demand modeling approach.
To develop activity-based transport demand models, the set of requirements that
is displayed in table 4.1 has been established by Bowman [15]. To begin with, he
demands that a model be behaviorally and mathematically sound, since otherwise no
basis would exist that allows us to rely on the results. He further requires a model
to provide a resolution that is accurate enough “to capture behavior that affects the
aggregate phenomena of interest” (including explanatory factors for choice). Third,
it must be feasible to actually implement the model from a practical point of view.
Hence, the necessary data must be available along with separate data which can be
used for model validation and, in addition, one must be able to generate the input
data synthetically for forecasting. Further, the model’s logic and complexity should be
computable and maintainable and the calculations should be performed in reasonable
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time at reasonable costs. Lastly, he requests that the model produces valid results,
that is, “the model must prove itself in validation” [15].
To meet all the requirements, ideal conditions are needed. Especially the choice
component requires a solid conceptional and empirical understanding of the processes
that are to be modeled. With regard to the service industry, this presumes to well un-
derstand the human decision process in that industry in order to develop a synthesized
decision process that emulates choice appropriately.
Assuming that any commercial activity is ultimately subject to profit maximization
(which can be precisely expressed through mathematical formulas), it can be argued
that commercial decisions follow rules that are generally well predictable. Also com-
mercial activities of the kind that is not tied to immediate monetary income could be
considered by translation into monetary figures. On the other hand, there are aspects
that must be set against the potential benefits of modeling the decision process. First,
there is general agreement that in recent years research has been focused only on un-
derstanding the decision process of individuals for personal transport. In contrast, the
behavior analysis for the commercial sector is less sophisticated and until now, many
aspects of the decision process remain unknown [61]. Second, despite the principal
simplicity connected with the clear goal of income generation, decision processes in
the commercial world seem to be more complex than those of individuals in a private
household context, when examined from a microscopic point of view (think of the
variety in business models, product pricing strategies, or advertising campaigns). In
this respect, Gressel and Mundute´guy analyzed the working conditions of mobile
Table 4.1: Requirements of activity-based travel demand forecasting models
1. Theoretically sound for accurate results
a) behaviorally
b) mathematically
2. Activity schedule resolution for policy sensitive information
b) universal alternative set
b) explanatory factors
3. Practical resource requirements for implementation
a) data for estimation, validation and model inputs
b) maintainable logic (software)
c) affordable computation (hardware)
d) usable operator procedures
4. Valid results
Source: Bowman [15]
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workers in a number of economic sectors and highlight the discrepancy between a mo-
bile worker’s own personal interests and meeting the employer’s interests while having
to face the expectations of other, third-party actors encountered during their commer-
cial activity [40]. The findings show a surprising level of complexity by unveiling an
extensive system that makes it difficult to identify simple, universal and reproducible
patterns. Third, critics of the decision modeling approach generally question whether
it is really helpful to rebuild the human decision process for the institutional goal of
travel forecasting, pointing to its complexity and multi-faceted nature [57].
A compromise can be reached with regard to the fact that large datasets of trip
chains for the service sector along with information on the activities between the trips
have been surveyed. Thus, in principle, activity schedules are available, but informa-
tion on the decision process under which these schedules were planned is not. Hence,
although this does not allow for a reproduction of the human decision process, the
observed behavior can instead be taken for granted, believing that the individuals be-
haved as observed with a reason in mind. By taking trip chains as empirical input,
the actual reason for action is not further questioned, as it seemed appropriate to the
decision maker at that point, be it because of minimal costs, shortest route, time con-
straints, priority constraints, personal preference, service level agreements, chance or
other reasons, which implies a generally lower risk of misinterpreting and, consequently,
incorrectly recreating the underlying decisions. This also allows imperfect decisions to
be part of the model, such as decisions of an arbitrary kind or wrong decisions based
on false or incomplete information. As Hertkorn puts it, the observed behavior took
place in reality and thus reflects how reality apparently operated at the time of the
observation [44].
The prospect of integrating commercial passenger transport trips into models by
utilizing empirical trip chain data suggests further investigation of a methodology for
this purpose. Hence, various data sources are examined next, starting with empirical
ones. With respect to the importance given to trip chain data, section 4.2 focuses
on sources for trip chain data and ends with a characterization of the two data types
‘population data’ and ‘traffic volume data’. Due to the fact that the latter two are
common input data for other transport models, the corresponding sections are kept
small. Section 4.3 is then dedicated to spatial data with the intention to develop
a model system drawing heavily from cartographic data in order to compensate the
default of data on commercial passenger transport.
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4.2 Sources for empirical input data
When developing transport models, one typically faces a large variety of input data,
which can differ in quality, spatial resolution, purpose, etc. [7]. The common approach
is to combine these various data types in a suitable way, so as each of them contributes
to the accuracy of the output results. Three kinds of empirical input data are presented
in the following. To begin with, two sources for trip chain data are named. One
example of traffic volume data and population data for each is given afterwards.
The intention of this section is to provide an overview of the empirical data that is
available in order to pave the road towards the methodology that is to be developed
subsequently. Some of the data sources that are introduced here will be used in the
demonstration example in chapter 6. Of great importance for the development of the
methodology in chapter 5 is the observation that the data sources share a common set
of attributes with which they are linked to each other. So is the economic sector and
the firm size of the vehicle holder part of the trip chain survey Kraftfahrzeugverkehr
in Deutschland (KiD). The same attributes are also given in the traffic volume data
and also appear in the population data. For now, an overview of the principal char-
acteristics of the data sources will be given. How they are linked in the light of the
methodology that is developed subsequently will be explained during model develop-
ment in chapter 5 and will further be part of the demonstration example in chapter 6.
4.2.1 Trip chain data
A surprisingly high number of sources for trip chain data can be found, many of which
are either not well documented or restricted. Consequently, this section does not aim
to provide an exhaustive list, but will give two examples. The first is a major transport
survey in which (1) the German service industry participated and (2) that is available
to the public:
Kraftfahrzeugverkehr in Deutschland (KiD)
The empirical scientific survey Kraftfahrzeugverkehr in Deutschland (KiD) is a repre-
sentative survey on the commercial motorized transport in Germany and it was carried
out on behalf of the Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban Development
(Bundesministerium fu¨r Verkehr, Bau- und Wohnungswesen, BMVBS) in 2002/2003.
KiD is at present the most comprehensive and meaningful data source on commercial
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passenger transport [59]. While the conceptional and methodological design of the
study is layed out in detail in [100], a short summary will be given here.
The main focus of the study is on motor vehicles with up to 3.5 tonnes of payload.
Other vehicle types were considered in smaller numbers so as to analyze the full spec-
trum of commercial transport and be able to merge the results with other major traffic
surveys [28]. Vehicle operators were requested to track all of their vehicle movements
for a period of one day, which resulted in an ordered set of trips for each vehicle. Trips
are characterized by distance, destination type, purpose, time, number of passengers,
freight, etc. Further, geographic coordinates are on record for each waypoint. Their
precision varies and can range from the center of a postal code area to pointing to the
center of a road segment in accordance to data privacy requirements. The random
sample for KiD was drawn from the Central Vehicle Register (Zentrales Fahrzeugregis-
ter, ZFZR) by the German Federal Motor Transport Authority (Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt,
KBA), and the survey provides a detailed list of attributes from the register, ranging
as far as the cubic capacity, the gross vehicle weight, the rated power, the maximum
speed, the number of passenger seats, whether the vehicle is equipped with a hitch and
so forth for every surveyed vehicle. The ZFZR register collects vehicle and owner data
sent by the local registration authorities and insurers. At this time, approximately
50.2 million motor vehicles and 5.9 million trailers are registered [51]. The register is
exhaustive and up to date with the limitation that it does not include foreign vehi-
cles. In consequence, KiD reflects only those vehicles that are actually registered in
Germany and incoming traffic from foreign countries as well as going-through traffic
is not accounted for. Due to practical considerations, the vehicles were not entirely
surveyed on the same day, but were surveyed either on a Tuesday, a Wednesday, or a
Thursday in all cases. If the owner of a vehicle is a firm, it is further characterized by
its business sector as well as the firm’s size.
For the demonstration example in chapter 6, the survey will supply trip chain data
to a simulation. A remake of KiD is expected for 2011 and is going to have a similar
design as the previous survey of 2002/2003 (see www.kid2010.de). Accordingly, what
is laid out in this work can be directly applied to the new data once it is available.
Trip chain data from logging units
Hu et al. point out that most transport studies focus on the theories and method-
ologies of travel behavior and do not investigate the possibilities to access novel forms
of travel data, although such data nowadays often accumulates in large volumes [45].
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Therefore, a different and less conventional source for trip chain data is exemplified in
the following: Trip chain data is also often generated by firms for their fleet manage-
ment or as a requirement for tax compliance, and many standardized industry solutions
exist for this purpose. One is ‘TomTom WORK’ (www.tomtomwork.com), a system con-
sisting of on-board units installed in each vehicle and a centralized fleet management
software that informs on the operations of the connected vehicles. Logbooks featuring
driving times, trajectories and a trip’s purpose are retained. While information on
the first two is obtained automatically through the on-board unit, information on the
third is given by the driver. The software provides reporting capabilities in form of
human readable text files and comma-separated values that allow a computerized anal-
ysis. Also noteworthy is that the system is designed to provide users with comfortable
interfaces to enter the relevant information (e. g. a remote control with a separate
button for each trip purpose), which suggests that the collected data is sound.
Due to competition and privacy reasons, firms typically will not make their internal
information freely available, which makes the alternative more useful for joint projects
in which firms and researchers collaborate. The advantage of such logging systems is
that they combine high surveying precision in space and time while providing data
over periods from one day to several months. In addition, they are accompanied by
relatively low costs, as the survey does not originally take place on behalf of the research
body and fulfills other primary interests.
Despite the benefits in comparison with conventional traffic surveys (namely reduced
costs and high case numbers), data of this kind does not receive adequate attention [45].
The given example is just one of several tracking systems available on the market and
shows that trip chain data is collected by firms every day.
4.2.2 Traffic volume data
The traffic volume refers to the actual number of trips that are made during a given
period of time and it can be obtained in its most general form by counting the vehicles
on the road network, be it manually or automatically. For this purpose, most coun-
tries have traffic counting stations installed on many important road segments from
highways to urban areas.
Many counting stations not only tell the total number of vehicles that pass on a road
segment, but also distinguish between several vehicle types. For example, the number
of motorcycles, automobiles, trucks, semitrailers and others can be obtained. However,
when it comes to detecting the traffic volume with respect to specific trip purposes
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(such as the number of vehicles that operate for the delivery of a service), empirical
surveys are the only method for data collection, because the range of different vehicle
types used for a given purpose and the conformism between automobiles operating
for private versus commercial purposes does not allow to determine a vehicle’s trip
purpose with certainty [87].
With regard to commercial passenger transport, only few statistics exist that give
insight into the actual traffic volume that is generated (see chapter 2), which is why
a survey specifically dedicated to commercial passenger transport was carried out in
2005/2006 in a joint effort by a number of research units, among them IVT (Institut fu¨r
angewandte Verkehrs- und Tourismusforschung e.V.) and the German Aerospace Cen-
ter (DLR). Detailed information on the project Dienstleistungsverkehr in industriellen
Wertscho¨pfungsprozessen can be found in [43]. The representative study considered a
sample of 2 313 companies in Germany. In order to account for Germany’s economic
structure with a relatively high number of small companies, the random sample was
drawn favoring larger firms and specific economic sectors [61]. Unlike KiD, the sur-
vey was not designed to collect trip chain data, but to estimate the amount of traffic
generated by firms [43]. In section 6.4, it is shown how mobility ratios are derived
from it that specify the amount of traffic that is generated by a firm according to its
economic sector and its firm size, where firm size is measured in number of employees.
Besides, several future trends were indicated by the study, including a higher market
penetration of information and communication systems as well as combined navigation
and disposition systems like ‘TomTom’, which was introduced earlier in section 4.2.1.
4.2.3 Population data
Another data type that is typically required by activity based transport models is
population data. A model system for commercial passenger transport demand genera-
tion requires population data for both firms and private households. While the former
are the principal producer of commercial traffic, the latter are relevant because many
commercial trips lead to private households. Despite the fact that, in principle, popu-
lation data can be obtained directly from the real world, it is synthetically generated
in most cases for two reasons: The first is for forecasting, i. e. to have a methodology
that converts current data into future data according to expected future developments.
The second is to account for missing data, for example if higher aggregated data must
be disaggregated. This is often the case if data on individuals is protected by privacy
requirements or if the collection of individual data is too costly. As a requirement
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for the disaggregation process, the resulting data should feature statistical properties
similar to the aggregated data.
Up to now, no general methodology for the synthetical generation of population files
applicable to any country, area or setting has been developed and neither does standard
software exist that guides through the process. One reason for this is that the design
is very much determined by the quantity and quality of the available data, which tend
to vary significantly and must be analyzed individually for each setup. In addition,
different model designs often require different approaches to the synthetic generation.
The literature reports on a variety of systems. See for example Beckman et al.
for the creation of synthetic populations using American census data [8], the doctoral
thesis of Hertkorn for an example of the city of Cologne, Germany [44] or the general
description on the generation of synthetic population data by Bowman [17].
The approaches are often based on iterative proportional fitting (IPF) [27], which can
be best described for the two-dimensional case with two variables. The methodology
adjusts a table of data cells such that they add up to given totals for both the columns
and the rows of the table. The unadjusted data cells can be referred to as the seed cells,
and the given totals can be referred to as the marginal totals. Formally expressed, this
is the matrix
c11 c12 · · · c1j t1·
c21 c22 · · · c1j t2·
...
...
. . .
...
...
ci1 ci2 · · · cij ti·
t·1 t·2 · · · t·j t
(4.1)
, where cij are the seed cells, ti· are the margin totals of the first variable and t·j
are the margin totals of the second. The iterative proportional fitting procedure now
determines the set of data cells c′ij that approximate both marginal totals. This is
accomplished by executing two steps several times:
1. The cij are adjusted to equal the marginal column totals by first dividing each
cell by the actual sum of the column of cells, and then by multiplication by the
marginal column total:
c1ij = cij
t·j
c·j
(4.2)
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2. Each row of now column-adjusted cells are then adjusted to equal the marginal
row totals.
c2ij = c
1
ij
ti·
c1i·
(4.3)
The two steps are repeated either until the selected level of convergence is reached or
if no more changes take place. See figure 4.1 for an example by Hunsinger. The figure
shows a given matrix of seed cells and marginal totals in 4.1(a). In 4.1(b), the data cells
that are obtained after IPF are shown. The data cells now more closely correspond to
the marginal totals while still reflecting the seed distribution. For example, the first
row’s second cell remains the highest of that row, so does the third row’s first cell.
The procedure can be analogically extended to work with more than two variables.
Note that the sum of the marginal row totals and the sum of the marginal column
totals must be equal and in order to avoid a division by zero, all of the marginal cell
values must not be zero. The obtained data cells will in most cases never exactly sum
to all of the predetermined marginal totals. If seed cells are set to zero, no adjustment
will be made to those. A workaround is to choose a comparatively small value to those
(e. g. 0.001 if all of the other marginal cells are whole numbers) [46].
1 2 1 5
3 5 5 15
6 2 2 8
11 9 8
IPF−→
(a) before IPF
1.51 2.31 1.18 5
4.20 5.35 5.45 15
5.28 1.34 1.37 8
11 9 8
(b) after IPF
Figure 4.1: Iterative proportional fitting (IPF) demonstration example [46]. The
matrix in (a) shows the seed cells representing a given distribution that does not
correspond to the marginal totals aside. (b) then shows the changes made to the
table after several iterations.
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4.3 Sources for spatial input data
It is certainly not much of a surprise that apart from transport-specific empirical data,
transport models also incorporate spatial data. In recent years, both data quantity and
quality have increased significantly, also due to the development of modern method-
ologies in form of airborne and satellite sensors that provide large sets of information
on urban areas [10]. Those and accompanying innovations in data acquisition, data
preparation and data processing open up new ways for the integration of spatial data
into transport models.
Nagel and Marchal outline the development process of microscopic simulations
and identify it as a straight forward process. At first, a simulation substrate must
be created and populated with agents, which are then supplied with rules defining
their behavior [66]. In the most simple version, the substrate represents the physical
space as a projection on a two-dimensional plane. Alternatively, a designated model
can be used as substrate, allowing a more complex description of the simulation area.
That in combination with a terrain or building model allows to resolve the substrate in
3D. In the following, spatial data sources are introduced, which, once taken together,
represent a detailed simulation substrate.
4.3.1 Land-use data
Of the vast potpourri of private and governmental providers for spatial data, the
most important one for Germany is perhaps the Federal Agency for Cartography and
Geodesy (Bundesamt fu¨r Kartographie und Geoda¨sie, BKG), a national organization
whose purpose is the provision of reference and spatial data for administrative and
scientific needs [21]. Besides other data products, the agency maintains a digital land-
scape model (DLM) and a digital terrain model (DGM).
The first is a two-dimensional digital description of geo-spatial objects for entire
Germany at an aspired resolution of ± 3 meters. It corresponds roughly to a 1:25 000
scale topographic map [5] and is part of ATKIS, the official German topographical
cartographic information system (Amtliches Topographisch-Kartographisches Informa-
tionssystem) [104]. An example showing an extract of the data is given in figure 4.2.
The latest version of the DLM is accessible on the Web at www.geodatenzentrum.de
through a java applet as well as machine readable XML web services. Alternatively,
a local copy can be obtained in form of ESRI shape files. Typical structures that are
represented are roads, railway tracks, rivers and others. In total, the catalog of objects
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distinguishes between 170 separate object types, divided into the areas ‘settlement’,
‘transport’, ‘vegetation’, ‘water bodies’, ‘relief’ and ‘territories’. For most objects,
their position and contour is on record, whereas some objects are stored in a simplified
form as a single point or line. The latter is often used to represent objects smaller
than 3 meters in diameter, although the minimum object size varies depending on the
object type [5]. Additionally, DLM-objects are described by attributes that further
specify the object. For instance, attributes are used to specify a building’s function,
i. e. whether it is a church, a school, a community center, city hall, a train station etc.
Attributes can provide very deep knowledge on the object that they describe, reaching
as far as, for example, the number of floors that a building has. The revision cycle for
ATKIS data is one year for the road network and five years for all other object types.
Thus in practice, obtaining updated versions regularly seems appropriate [98, 5]. A
precise definition for each object type can be found in [105]. Besides data acquisition
and distribution, the function of the BKG is also to monitor the quality of the data.
A recent examination is presented in [5]. A drawback is that at this time entire Ger-
many is not covered at the same level of detail, as the data collection process is not
yet completed. Some regions are more affected by this than others. Especially highly
specialized attributes, like for instance a power plant’s main source of energy (nuclear,
coal, gas, solar, . . .) are likely candidates.
Of special interest to the field of transportation is the description of land-use areas
by the DLM. Water bodies or woodland, for example, should clearly show low to zero
road-traffic congestion as opposed to urban areas. The significance of land-use is that
it can be considered for the disaggregation of population data (see chapter 6.2).
The digital landscape model contains vector data. As this is quite often con-
structed from remotely sensed data, it should be subject to a rigorous accuracy as-
sessment [86, 5]. With respect to the BKG’s aim to assess and improve the quality of
the data, the data is assumed to be the most reliable data source for Germany. Equiv-
alent foreign landscape models are also accessible for most western countries through
national databases, and the work on a standardized European landscape model is in
process.
4.3.2 Buildings and postal addresses
Another dataset that is maintained by the Federal Agency for Cartography and
Geodesy (BKG) is a listing of address coordinates for entire Germany. For every
postal address, a coordinate is given that describes the position in space that the ad-
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Figure 4.2: Example extract of the digital landscape model (DLM). Source: Dig-
itales Landschaftsmodel (DLM) of Bundesamt fu¨r Kartographie und Geoda¨sie
(BKG).
dress refers to. Usually, some solid, built structure can be found there, which has lead
to the synonym ‘house address’. An extract of said record set is displayed in figure 4.3,
with emphasize on its high spatial resolution. In the figure, each point represents a
coordinate, with the four land-use patterns ‘industrial’, ‘residential’, ‘mixed-use’ and
‘special-use’ shown underneath.
The house coordinate record set is maintained as a separate, stand-alone dataset.
Its origin are the digital representations of buildings that are collected by each federal
state. The BKG as a national authority then obtains this data. Despite the high
precision, the data set is at this point not yet spatially inclusive and comprehensive.
It is therefore supplemented with address records provided by the Infas Institute for
Applied Social Sciences (www.infas.de). As of June 2009, a total of 1 450 387 address
records are added. The supplementation is carried out by BKG, with the resulting set of
address records being then made available as a separate dataset called Georeferenzierte
Adressdaten – Bund (GAB). The supplementation process is laid out in [20].
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Figure 4.3: Example extract of the house address data set showing a Berlin suburb.
Each spot marks a building that is linked to a designated address record with street,
house number and postal code. The colored shapes underneath represent land-use
areas that are taken from the land-use model DLM. Source: Georeferenzierte Adress-
daten – Bund (GAB) and Digitales Landschaftsmodell (DLM) of Bundesamt fu¨r
Kartographie und Geoda¨sie (BKG).
4.3.3 Spatial zoning systems
A third data type that is important for the creation of simulation substrates are zoning
systems. Zoning systems break space down into various geographical zones and serve
two purposes. One is to connect statistical data to space. Statistical data is often
cut into geographical zones, each zone being represented by a unique key. The cor-
responding zoning system then defines polygons that represent the geographical area
behind each key. Another is to aggregate the sets of individual trips into zone-based
origin-destination (OD) matrices. Several zoning plans that are common for Germany
and one European counterpart are exemplified in the following:
• Official Municipality Keys (KGS) (for the German Kreisgemeindeschlu¨ssel). The
Federal Republic of Germany is divided into 12 385 official municipalities with
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different authority. Each of them is identified by an eight-digit number, which
is generated by the concatenation of predefined codes for state, government dis-
trict, city district, and municipality. Some municipalities are unincorporated
areas, which are, though not politically independent, nevertheless part of the
municipality partitioning system [96]. Because of its length of eight digits, the
partitioning system is sometimes referred to as KGS 8.
The system’s hierarchical structure allows zones with different levels of detail.
For example, when only the first two digits are incorporated, no more than the
sixteen states are distinguished. A level of detail that is often found in national
statistics and empirical studies features the first five digits (KGS 5). In this case,
the level of detail reaches as far as urban areas (in a district-free city) or districts
(in a city with districts).
It is important to note that the partitioning system changes when new districts
are introduced, or current ones are split or combined through land reforms. One
major change was caused by the reunification of East and West Germany in
1989. However, the partitioning system has since been subject to change many
times. For example, in 2002 a total of 13 222 areas were defined, while by 2008
the number had decreased to 12 300. Therefore, when connecting two separate
data sets, their reference date must be the same. The current KGS zones as
well as the ones of recent years can be obtained as ESRI Shape files from the
Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy (Bundesamt fu¨r Kartographie und
Geoda¨sie, BKG).
• Statistical areas have been defined by the Federal Statistical Office (Statistis-
ches Bundesamt). This partitioning system extends the one previously listed by
adding 12 257 more districts. These districts are defined in urban areas where a
more detailed zoning is pursued. The city of Berlin, for example, is defined by
one single KGS 8 key, and is then further divided into 287 statistical areas.
• Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS – for the French nomen-
clature des unite´s territoriales statistiques). This nomenclature is similar to the
KGS system, but covers all member states of the European Union. It is organized
in several levels: NUTS-0, NUTS-1, NUTS-2, NUTS-3 [32]. The first level differ-
entiates the actual EU member country, and for each, a hierarchy of three more
levels is established. Note that the subdivisions in some levels do not always
correspond to the administrative divisions within the country.
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• Postal codes. The system of postal codes in Germany consists of approximately
eight thousand cells, each one of them identified by a unique five-digit code
(which can feature a leading zero). The city of Berlin, for example, is split into
190 postal code areas.
• Traffic cells. Certain zoning systems split regions into zones that are optimized
for transport-specific considerations. For example, PTV AG, a corporation that
develops and dispatches traffic simulation software, maintains a zoning system for
this purpose. About 7 000 cells are defined, out of which around 250 represent
European countries, whereas all others represent Germany [76]. Several other
zoning systems dedicated to transportation exist, as for example the regional zon-
ing system that is maintained by the Statistical Institute of Berlin-Brandenburg
(Amt fu¨r Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg) for the area of Berlin, Germany. The
latter will be referred to in the demonstration example in chapter 6.
The need for interpreting several zoning systems comes with the integration of a va-
riety of different input data sources. So does the empirical survey Kraftfahrzeugverkehr
in Deutschland (KiD) from section 4.2.1 specify waypoints by geographic coordinates
and postal code, whereas the population data from section 4.2.3 refers to municipalities,
statistical areas and traffic cells.
4.4 Conclusion
Starting from the theory of activity-based personal transport models and by deciding
against modeling the human decision process due to the problems that are associated
with it, the conceptual basis for the present approach is established. The fact that trip
chain data is in fact available and that this data contains attributes that also appear
in standardized spatial data suggests to bring both together. The trend towards micro-
scopic simulation systems for personal transport demand generation and the increasing
availability of precise spatial data suggests to develop a microscopic simulation system.
In this context, standardized cartographic landscape models, which are either avail-
able or under construction for most western countries, provide a qualified substrate for
simulation and, with the help of standardized spatial zoning systems, empirical data
can be linked to it.
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5 The proposed methodology
The feasibility analysis in chapter 4 leads to the proposed methodology which will
be presented in this chapter. It will summarize the procedure in section 5.1 and
then provide a detailed description subsequently in the ongoing sections: section 5.2
will introduce the components that represent the model system and section 5.3 will
provide formulas which specify the total traffic volume that the model system generates.
Section 5.4 then presents the methodology’s principal approach followed by analyses
towards a computerized implementation in section 5.5 and 5.6.
5.1 Outline of the methodology
The separate model steps are drafted in consecutive order in figure 5.1 and can be
summarized as follows:
1. To begin with, a virtual world is created first, which involves sets of synthetic
firms and private households. Firms are described by a set of attributes and
supplied with a geographical allocation in space, which is done at the level of
individual buildings. The locations of buildings are coded by their postal address
consisting of street, house number and postal code. Households are in the same
way as firms located by street, house number and postal code.
2. Next, the traffic volume that is generated by a firm is determined based on the
firm’s attribution. For every attribute combination that occurs in the synthetic
world, a mobility ratio is derived from empirical data in order to reflect the
number of agents that operate on behalf of firms of that type.
3. Knowing the number of agents that perform trips, the next task is to define where
they go. This is accomplished by the emulation of typical behavior patterns in the
form of logbook trajectories. Just as in the previous step, logbook trajectories
that fit to a firm’s attribution are used. For implementing the approach into
software, the concept of template logbooks will be introduced.
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Create synthetic population
of firms
Create synthetic population
of private households
Iterate firms:
For each firm do ...
Determine the number
of mobile vehicles for 
this firm
Choose a vehicle log
for each
vehicle log
repository
Location assignment
for the logbook selected
All firms
processed?
trip chain records
(or optional trip matrix)
Route assignment
yes
no
Figure 5.1: Outline of the proposed simulation procedure.
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4. By processing every business in the virtual world, all trips on behalf of these firms
are generated resulting in the region’s total transport demand of those firms.
The methodology produces detailed output statistics at both the aggregate and
the disaggregate levels. Most importantly, it produces trip chains as space and time
trajectories for each vehicle. The trip chains include the location of activities, the
purpose of each trip, the vehicle type that was used, and others. The approach also
produces aggregated statistics over all vehicles such as the total number of trips, the
total distance traveled, the average number of stops per trip chain, and so on. Statistics
can be obtained for any subset of vehicles classified on any of the characteristics that the
template logbooks provide. And due to the coding of waypoints as spatial coordinates,
statistics can be spatially refined, for example obtaining the transport demand between
two regions.
5.2 Model components
The model M can be defined as
M = (C,B,H,R, I) (5.1)
where C is a set of locations in the form of geo coordinates, B is a set of businesses,
H is a set of private households, R represents a repository of template logbooks and I
is a set of instructions for location assignment. C, B, and H together form the virtual
world, whose components are presented hereafter in section 5.2.1. The repository R
is discussed subsequently in section 5.2.2. I represents a system of parameters and
restrictions for location assignment that are discussed in detail in section 5.4 to 5.6.
5.2.1 Virtual world
Locations are represented through spatial coordinates. Origin and destination of trips
will later refer to elements of C:
C = {c1 . . . cn} (5.2)
where n is the number of locations.
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The set B of businesses represents all businesses that exist in the virtual world:
B = {b1 . . . bn} (5.3)
where n is the number of businesses.
Accordingly, H is the set of private households
H = {h1 . . . hn} (5.4)
where n is the number of households.
Further, a business bi ∈ B is characterized by a number of attributes:
bi → (a1 . . . am)i (5.5)
where a1 . . . am are attribute values for the attributes in AB, the set of the attributes
that describe firms.
For the demonstration example in chapter 6, the attribution will be chosen to consist
of the economic sector asector that best reflects the firm’s activities and the firm’s size
asize:
asector : B → E (5.6)
and
asize : B → S (5.7)
where E is the set of economic sectors (e. g. manufacturing, construction, education)
and S a set of classes representing a business’s size measured in number of employ-
ees (e. g. 1-9, 10-49, 50-99, and so on).
For economic activities, several standardized classification schemes exist. The most
prominent one for Germany is WZ 2003 by ‘Bundesamt fu¨r Statistik’, the federal
statistical office of Germany. NACE (for the French nomenclature statistique des
activite´s e´conomiques dans la Communaute´ europe´enne [31]) is a classification scheme
on European level, to which WZ 2003 is compatible. Another classification scheme
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on international level is ISIC (International Standard Industrial Classification) by the
United Nations [95]. A choice between these can be made with regard to the input
data sources. For the empirical survey KiD (see section 4.2.1) as well as the population
data (see section 4.2.3), this is WZ 2003.
Furthermore, private households and businesses are positioned in space through
assignment to locations. Therefore, a mapping is created between the set of locations
C and private households and businesses respectively:
fb : B → C (5.8)
fh : H → C (5.9)
Note that both mappings are not meant to be injective, because several private
households and businesses are able to share the same location. Nor are they surjective,
because the intention is not to connect every location to at least one business or
private household. What methodology should be chosen for connecting businesses and
private households to locations depends on the existence and availability of suitable
data sources for the study area. In chapter 6.2 on page 74, a procedure is shown which
generates mapping tables for fb and fh on the basis of land-use information.
The methodology for location assignment which will be presented in chapter 5.4
very much relies on the shaping of the synthetic world. In order for the proposed
location assignment algorithm to work properly, the synthetic world must be defined
in adequate size. The meaning of “adequate” can be best described by distinguishing
between two separate areas:
1. Firstly, the area for which traffic is to be simulated. It will be referred to as the
study area. If, for example, a model is to be designed that simulates the traffic
of a particular city, this city’s border line would set the limit for the study area.
2. Secondly, the area for which synthetic world data exists, that is the virtual world.
The two areas must be at least identical in size, so that the first does not exceed the
second. For location choice not to be biased by areas that are not defined, the study
area should be a smaller extract from what is covered by the virtual world.
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5.2.2 Logbook repository
The movement of vehicles is simulated by emulating behavior patterns that are defined
in template logbooks. All template logbooks li together form the logbook repository
R:
R = {l1 . . . ln} (5.10)
where n is the number of template logbooks.
A template logbook li ∈ R contains trips for one vehicle for a given period of
time and is further specified through attributes. Rather than keeping logbooks for
every possible combination pair that theoretically exist based on the attribution, tem-
plate logbooks must be kept only if businesses of that type exist in the synthetic world.
Universally expressed, each template logbook is characterized by a tuple of at-
tributes:
li → (a1 . . . am)i (5.11)
where li ∈ R is a template logbook and a1 . . . am are the attribute values for the
attributes in AL that describe the template logbook.
For the particular implementation that is demonstrated in chapter 6, the two at-
tributes economic sector asector and firm size asize are chosen to specify the business
type to which the logbook is linked:
asector : R→ E (5.12)
and
asize : R→ S (5.13)
where E is the set of economic sectors (manufacturing, construction, education) and
S a set of classes representing a firm’s size.
Besides information on the firm to which a logbook is connected, the attribution can
further describe the vehicle. For example, the vehicle type avtype may be defined as:
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avtype : R→ V (5.14)
where V is the set of vehicle types that are differentiated (e. g. gasoline and diesel).
Further, logbooks contain trips. Thus, a logbook li must consist of one or more trips
tij :
li → {ti1 . . . tin} (5.15)
where n is the number of trips of li. Typical examples of various template logbooks
are given in figure 5.2.
Trips are characterized by their distance covered d(tij) as well as their origin and
destination. The trip’s distance is stated as a metric distance function (direct airline
distance, routed distance or travel time). Choosing the airline distance simplifies
the mathematical calculations during location assignment, since standard geometric
operations then apply: all destinations in reach lie on a circle with the radius being
the airline distance from the trip’s origin. Other distance functions would not lead
to circles, but to isochrones, that is non-regular shapes which are more computation-
ally intensive to process. For regions in which transport infrastructure and natural
barriers such as rivers and mountains cause strong effects on the distance/time ratio,
trip
start
other waypoint
Figure 5.2: Template logbooks examples.
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implementing travel time or routed distance should be considered. One example is the
Switzerland area, for which Axhausen and Hurni carried out an in-depth analysis
and produced graphical representations in the form of time maps that emphasize the
difference between spatial distance and travel time [3]. For the demonstration example
in chapter 6, the trip distances are expressed by the air-line distance, assuming that
Berlin has few major barriers to motorized traffic. Expressing the distance function as
the actual travel time allows to account for congestion effects by other vehicles in the
road network. By executing several simulation runs in which the travel time obtained
in the previous run is passed into the current run, the effects can be passed on to
location assignment.
In order to specify the type of a trip’s origin and destination, a set of waypoint types
W is introduced:
W = {w1 . . . wn} (5.16)
where n is the number of waypoint types that are distinguished. Waypoint types
wi provide information about the function of a waypoint, for example whether the
destination is an external company, a private household, or perhaps a terminal facility.
As a requirement, one and only one element ofW must represent a vehicle’s home site,
that is the business site to which a vehicle is associated:
∃1w ∈ W, with w is ‘home site’ (5.17)
A trip’s origin and destination can now be specified by having them point to one
element of W:
wo : T →W (5.18)
and
wd : T →W (5.19)
where T is the set of all trips as the sum of all logbooks:
T =
⋃
l∈R
Tl (5.20)
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and Tl the set of trips of logbook l.
Further attributes can be supplied if provided by the empirical basis. The empirical
survey Kraftfahrzeugverkehr in Deutschland (KiD), for example, specifies among others
the trip purpose, the number of passengers and the type of load (if goods are carried
with). In order to incorporate trip purposes (e. g. going to work, shopping, recreation),
a set P of purpose types is introduced:
P = {p1 . . . pn} (5.21)
with
p : T → P (5.22)
There exist logbooks that contain trips with different purposes. An example is that
of a service technician visiting a number of customers before noon, thus generating
for the moment commercial passenger transport trips. If the technician then heads
home for lunch, a trip with a private purpose is generated. The technician then might
continue their customer visits after lunch causing again the generation of commercial
passenger transport trips. Information on a trip’s purpose can be used to filter trips
accordingly after simulation, e. g. if only trips of specific type should be passed on
to route assignment. The latter can be used to prevent conflicts that arise when the
outputs of several autonomous demand models are merged, e. g. if a separate private
transport demand model is used to generate private trips.
By summing up the distances of the trips tij , the total distance d(li) of a logbook li
can be expressed:
d(li) =
k∑
j=1
d(tij) (5.23)
where k is the number of trips of li.
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Accordingly, a logbook’s remaining distance dr(li, x) of a logbook li after a given
trip number x is:
dr(li, x) =
k∑
j=x+1
d(tij) (5.24)
where li is a template logbook, x is a given trip’s number in chronological order, k
is the total number of trips of logbook li, and d(tij) is the distance of trip j of logbook li.
Finally, information on a logbook’s shape is retained. The idea behind is demon-
strated in figure 5.3, in which two logbooks that consist of four trips each are displayed.
Although the two logbooks share equivalent trip distances, they are different in shape.
In other words, the tour pattern determines a vehicle’s action radius. Therefore, a vari-
able zi is introduced that computes the distances between a logbook’s starting point
and each waypoint, in the following referred to as a waypoint’s distance-to-startsite.
Figure 5.4 displays a logbook record and the corresponding values zi. Let x0 be the
starting location of a logbook and xi all the waypoints in chronological order. Then zi
can be defined as
trip
Start
Stop
Start
Stop
waypoint
traffic cell
Figure 5.3: Two logbooks of different shape but equivalent trip distances. The fig-
ure shows two logbook records. Although trip distances and therefore total distance
are equal in both graphs, the actual pattern is different, causing one logbook to
cross distant traffic zones while the other remains near its starting point.
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Figure 5.4: A waypoint’s distance-to-home (zi). The figure shows a logbook record
with corresponding distances zi, n = total number of trips.
zi = d(xi+1, x0) for i = 1 . . . n− 2 (5.25)
where n is the number of trips and d(a, b) the euclidean distance between a and b:
d(a, b) =
√
(ax − bx)2 + (ay − by)2 (5.26)
Summarizing, a template logbook li is described through the tupel
li = (a1 . . . an, ti1 . . . tim)i (5.27)
where a1 . . . an are the attributes that characterize the logbook (e. g. firm size, eco-
nomic sector, vehicle type) and ti1 . . . tim are the trips of li.
Each trip is described by the tuple
tij = (a1 . . . an, wo, wd, d(tij), z(tij))ij (5.28)
where a1 . . . an are the attributes that characterize the trip (e. g. the trip’s purpose
p(tij)), wo and wd are the types of origin and destination respectively, d(tij) is the
distance, and z(tij) is the distance between the trip’s destination and the origin of the
logbook’s first trip (distance-to-startsite).
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5.3 Total traffic volume and logbook to business assignment
The hypothetical – as will become clear later – total number of vehicle kilometers v
that are generated during simulation is the sum of the vehicle kilometers produced by
all businesses:
v =
∑
b∈B
v(b) (5.29)
where v(b) is the traffic volume produced by business b.
In the simplest version, v(b) is determined by two components. The first is a mobility
ratio m(b) that determines the number of vehicles operating on behalf of business b.
The second one is the distance covered by each vehicle. For each vehicle, the latter
is determined through a logbook selected from the relation Rb which links firms to
template logbooks:
Rb : B → R (5.30)
The relation Rb ⊂ R states the subset of logbooks from which logbooks are taken
for a given business b. One way to formulate Rb is to have the firm’s attribution meet
the one of the template logbook:
Rb = {l ∈ R | a1(l) = a1(b) ∧ . . . ∧ ai(l) = ai(b)} , for ∀ai ∈ AB ∩AL (5.31)
where AB is the set of attributes that describe firms and AL is the set of attributes
that describe template logbooks.
For the current implementation that is described in chapter 6, Rb contains all log-
books that share the economic sector and the firm size of b:
Rb = {l ∈ R | asector(l) = asector(b) ∧ asize(l) = asize(b)} (5.32)
An alternative is to let Rb express a mapping backed by other empirical findings that
tell what kind of travel behavior is typical for firms according to their characteristics.
Having Rb contain the set of logbooks from which can be chosen for a given business b
and having further the mobility ratio m(b) specify the number of vehicles that operate
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on behalf of b, next, a logbook is chosen for each vehicle from Rb either by random
or, where applicable, by using a weight function. Accordingly, the traffic volume v(b)
produced by business b is
v(b) =
∑
l∈R′b
d(l) (5.33)
where R′b is the set of logbooks that were chosen for business b, with |R′b| = m(b).
The mobility ratio m(b) must be either derived from empirical data or be determined
through estimation models. Section 6.4 will exemplify how ratios were derived from
the empirical survey on commercial passenger transport that was anticipated prior in
chapter 4.2.2. Depending on the empirical data at hand, the single mobility ratio m(b)
can be replaced by a set of ratios mi(b), for instance to distinguish between several
vehicle types (number of trucks, number of cars, . . .) as visualized in figure 5.5.
So far, the formulas feature raw distances as defined in the template logbooks. Later
in chapter 6.3, logbooks are derived from the survey Kraftfahrzeugverkehr in Deutsch-
land (KiD) and thus consist of trips that actually took place in a specific regional
context. In order to be able to apply a logbook to other regional settings, a strict
interpretation of the distances is not wanted. In consequence, the distance is allowed
to vary at a given rate. The outcome is a new total distance v˜:
v˜ =
∑
b∈B
v˜(b) =
∑
b∈B
∑
l∈R′b
d˜(l) (5.34)
Tolerance is realized by allowing a generated trip’s distance to differ from the tem-
plate’s distance. The degree to which they can differ is limited by a parameter  that
specifies how far the trip distance d˜(l) in the emulation can differ from the template
logbook’s trip distance d(l). In order to prevent unfavorable effects caused by the
adjustment, v˜ = v is aimed at by choosing rather small values for . The influence
of the parameter  will be described in full detail in the following section 5.4, which
introduces a set of constraints for location choice.
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b  B∈ R
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b  B∈
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b, m1
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b, mn
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m(b)
m
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(b)
m
n
(b)
(I.)
(II.)
Figure 5.5: One or multiple mobility ratios per firm.
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For location assignment, vehicles are moved within the synthetic world as indicated by
template logbooks that follow the definition given in section 5.2.2. As presented ahead
in section 5.3, for each business the number of mobile vehicles that operate on behalf
it must be determined – either by estimation models or from empirical data. Each
vehicle is then modeled by selecting from the logbook repository a template logbook
that corresponds to the business’ attribution. Generated trips should closely reflect
the given template logbook, although it most certainly originated from an area other
than that of the business to which it is applied.
This section explains the proposed location assignment procedure. At first, two con-
straints are introduced that together define potential locations for a trip’s destination
based on waypoint type in section 5.4.1 and on trip distance in section 5.4.2. Then
in section 5.4.3, a sorting criterion is introduced that ranks the resulting locations
according to their similarity to the original template logbook’s shape.
5.4.1 The waypoint type constraint c1
The first constraint c1 requires the types of waypoints to be equivalent to the ones of
the template logbook in successive order in order to maintain the activity sequence
that is defined by it. For example, if a template logbook states that the first trip
points to a private household, then a trip to a private household should be generated.
If the template logbook states next that the second trip points to a business site, a
business should be chosen as destination for trip number two, and so on. While the
constraint in fact may be modeled in many ways (e. g. keeping the first and the last
trip, but allowing to modify the order of the intermediate trips), it is defined here
to “clone” the template logbook to generate a close copy of the original. The main
argument for high similarity between template and generated logbooks versus allowing
for modification of the template logbook’s characteristics is the few scientific evidence
on the trip planning process. The constraint can be adapted to account for the new
knowledge in future.
At first, a search pattern sw is defined for each waypoint type w ∈ W that describes
the typical characteristics of that type:
sw → restriction 1 ∧ restriction 2 ∧ · · · ∧ restriction n, for all wi ∈ W (5.35)
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whereW is the set of waypoint types and restriction 1 to n can represent any condition
that can be tested on the available data. With the filter, for every waypoint type, out of
all locations that are part of the synthetic world, only those are interpreted as potential
trip destinations that meet the search pattern of the waypoint type. In consequence,
all others are not considered for further processing.
Search patterns can contain several components in order to capitalize multiple in-
formation sets that are provided in the synthetic world. For example, a location’s
attribution in combination with land-use data of where it is located can be taken into
account. The following search pattern defines locations of type ‘shipping agency’ to be
located at any location where a business of economic sector ‘Transport, storage and
communication’ is situated and which is further located in an industrial area according
to local land-use data:
Cshipping agency = {c ∈ C | c “is business”
∧ asector(c) = “transport, storage and communication”
∧ aland-use(c) = “industrial”}
(5.36)
In consequence, locations that do not meet these criteria do not come into question.
Further constraint definitions can follow any detail level available in the used data.
Employees of communication service providers, for example, could be directed with a
higher chance to households with high speed internet plans. Likewise, salesmen could
be directed more frequently to areas of high purchasing power or transportation hubs
might be defined to be in the near vicinity of highway ramps.
Universally expressed, for a given trip tij the constraint c1 can be stated as
c1 : Cc1tij = {c ∈ Cw | w = wd(tij)} , for tij ∈ T and w ∈ W (5.37)
where W the set of waypoint types, T the set of trips as the sum of all logbooks, tij
the j’th trip of the i’th logbook and Cw the set of locations that correspond to the
waypoint type definition for type w.
5.4.2 The trip length constraint c2
The second constraint c2 requires a trip’s length to meet the distance that is specified
in the template logbook. If, for instance, a trip must cover 10 kilometers according to
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a template logbook, then only objects at that distance should be considered. Hence,
the constraint can be formally expressed as
Cc2tij = {c ∈ C | d(s, c) = d(tij)} (5.38)
where C is the set of locations, d(tij) the distance of the i’th trip of the template
logbook lj , and s ∈ C the trip’s starting location.
However, this constraint needs to be weakened, since some tolerance must be al-
lowed for. One reason is that computational precision requires this measure, because
otherwise distance would be interpreted in a scale of centimeters or millimeters. Such
precision is not requested, since the constraint’s precision should not outperform the
precision of the input data. Another reason is that a far too strict interpretation of
the distance attribute will lead to large numbers of template logbooks not being repro-
ducible to the synthetic world. Thus, reasonable tolerance is needed to avoid the set
Cc2 to be empty in too many cases. For the two reasons, the constraint is expanded by
a parameter  that defines to what extend the length of a trip may be altered during
simulation:
c2 : Cc2tij , = {c ∈ C | d(s, c) ≥ (d(tij)− ) ∧ d(s, c) ≤ (d(tij) + )} (5.39)
High values will make possible solutions more likely and smaller values will lead to a
higher degree of similarity between generated trips and their template logbook. Epsilon
can be defined based on the actual trip distance, such as to allow the distance in the
simulation to vary by ±10 per cent of the original trip distance. For the demonstration
example that is later presented in chapter 6, a fixed value of  = 50 meters was chosen
to test the approach with a small value for all trips. The ideal value for epsilon
is defined by the optimum between the two factors (1) replication precision and (2)
replication success rate. The first demands that generated trips be close to the original
templates and the second requires large numbers of logbooks be successfully applied
to the synthetic world, e. g. to have less than x logbooks for which the assignment
failed. In consequence, epsilon can be determined by iterative simulation runs until
the optimal value is found.
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5.4.3 The sorting criterion using z
The intersection of both sets, being the set of objects containing only objects that
adhere to both constraints, summarizes the requirements from section 5.4.1 and sec-
tion 5.4.2:
Cc1,c2 = Cc1 ∩ Cc2 (5.40)
In the likely case of this subset containing more than one object, an order is created
between them by emphasizing the template logbook’s spatial shape based on the value
z, which was introduced in chapter 5.2.2. Recall that z reflects the distance from a
waypoint to the starting location of a logbook’s first trip. By following the steps of the
algorithm which is presented in section 5.5, all objects show the same distance to this
location if a logbook’s first trip is to be generated, because z and the trip’s distance
represent the same line segment in this particular case. Here, random order is used.
For all other trips (from trip number two upwards), the elements of Cc1,c2 are sorted
by how well their z values correspond to the template logbook:
min
∣∣∣z(tij)− z′(tij)∣∣∣ (5.41)
where z(tij) is the distance-to-start for trip tij of a template logbook and z
′
(tij) is the
distance-to-start of a location in Cc1,c2 .
Where appropriate, the degree at which a waypoint’s distance-to-start can vary from
that of the original template logbook can be limited:
Ccztij ,γ =
{
c ∈ C |
∣∣∣z(tij)− z′(tij)∣∣∣ ≤ γ} (5.42)
where C is the set of locations, tij is the i’th trip of the template logbook lj , and γ is
the maximum acceptable difference.
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Now that the constraints for the location assignment procedure are defined, next, the
template logbooks are adapted for the upcoming steps. First, formal requirements that
template logbooks must comply to in order to be used for the approach are presented
in section 5.5.1. In section 5.5.2, conversion rules are then presented which trans-
form logbooks into an alternative representational form. This form allows logbooks
to be processed by the two algorithms for trip chain generation that are presented
subsequently in section 5.6.
5.5.1 Formal requirements
Special attention is given to trips that either originate from or point to a vehicle’s
home site. This is because, unlike other waypoint types, the business’s location
is unambiguously defined in the synthetic world and as such remains fixed during
location assignment. Thus this location shall serve as a pivot point around which all
trips are then placed, as illustrated in figure 5.6.
trip
home site
other waypoint
z
home site as pivot point
Figure 5.6: The concept for location assignment. The figure shows the applica-
tion of a template logbook to the virtual world, here depicted by rotating a log-
book around the home site until a suitable position is found. That is, the locations
must correspond to those of the template logbook by their type, the distances must
be equivalent and the tour’s geometrical pattern must approximate the template’s
shape. The home site is taken as pivot point because its location is unambiguously
defined in the synthetic world.
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Hence, logbooks are classified by how many waypoints of type ‘home site’ they
contain:
1. Logbooks with no stop at home site.
2. Logbooks with one stop at home site.
3. Logbooks with two or more stops at home site.
Figure 5.7 shows an example for each group. Logbooks of type two and three can be
used for simulation, while logbooks of type one (no stop at home site) are problematic,
since no pivot point is defined for such.
In case of a large number of logbooks being of type one, several possibilities exist:
1. First, with the homesite not appearing in a template logbook but a firm’s position
being the only fix point defined in the synthetic world, no hint is available that
tells where a logbook should be placed. Thus, a “straight forward” solution is to
disperse them randomly in space.
2. Another solution is to extend the virtual world in a way so as to include other
items that do occur in the template logbook. For example, logbooks that lack
waypoints of type ‘home site’ probably have trips that return home, that is they
point to the private household where the driver lives. If relationships between
trip
home site
other waypoint
(I.) (II.) (III.)
Figure 5.7: Logbook categorization for location assignment. The figure shows three
logbook records. Logbook (1) does not stop at home site at all. Logbook (2) stops
once, while logbook (3) stops twice.
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citizens and their work places were part of the synthetic world, the driver’s private
household could be used as pivot point instead.
3. A third alternative is to account for information on how far from the home site
a vehicle was operating, if supplied by the empirical basis. The empirical survey
Kraftfahrzeugverkehr in Deutschland (KiD), for example, allows to determine
the distances from a vehicle’s home site to every waypoint, and in consequence
defining the radius around which the vehicle was operating.
During the demonstration example that is presented in chapter 6, affected logbooks
were selected in 16 % of all cases. Since many of these were vehicles operating outside
of the study area as their distance-to-homesite exceeds the study area’s actual size,
none of the solutions from above is applied and logbooks of type one (no stop at home
site) are not further processed.
5.5.2 Transformation procedure
All remaining logbooks are converted into a simplified form in order to prepare them
for the upcoming steps. To begin with, logbooks with two or more waypoints of type
‘home site’ (group three) are split into a number of smaller ones. A cut is done each
time the home site is reached, as displayed in figure 5.8. Logbooks with precisely one
stop at home site (group two) are split up as well, unless the stop at the home site is
either located at the source or the final destination.
trip
other waypoint
home site
(1)
(2)
(3)
(I.)
(II.)
Figure 5.8: Splitting logbooks. A cut is done each time the vehicle stops at its
home site. In the example, splitting the logbook from the top (I.) returns the three
sub-logbooks shown beneath (II.).
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From now on, all logbooks contain no more than two stops at ‘home site’, and if a
waypoint is of type ‘home site’, it must be at either a logbook’s first or last position.
Thus, logbooks can now be broken down into the following grouping:
1. Logbooks that start (but do not stop) at a waypoint of type ‘home site’.
2. Logbooks that stop (but do not start) at a waypoint of type ‘home site’.
3. Logbooks that start and stop at waypoints of type ‘home site’. Since precisely
one home site is defined for every business in the synthetic world, logbooks of
this kind start and stop at the same point. Therefore such logbooks form a closed
trip chain in which, after processing every trip, a vehicle finds itself back in the
same position from which it started.
By reversing the order of waypoints – meaning that the first trip will become the
last, the last trip will become the first, and so on – , group two can be eliminated
since reversing will place all logbooks of group two into group one. The reversal is
demonstrated in figure 5.9.
The principal tenor is to only alter a logbook’s formal representation without chang-
ing much of the actual information that it contains, which is why the original order
of waypoints and the trip directions need to be preserved. Therefore, when splitting a
template logbook, the resulting sub-logbooks are grouped together by organizing them
into a sequence at which they occurred prior the conversion process as displayed in
figure 5.10. I. e. a single logbook is replaced by a collection of sub-logbooks with a
known sequence and in addition, if a trip’s direction is changed, the direction prior
change is noted. That is, the set of logbooks contained in a logbook collection resemble
the original logbook of that collection.
At this stage, the preparation of logbooks is completed. Figure 5.11 on page 60
summarizes the steps. All logbooks, or all sub-logbooks for those that were split, now
either
1. do not form a closed trip chain (only source is of type ‘home site’, all other
waypoints are of other types) or
2. form a closed trip chain (source and final destination are of type ‘home site’, all
other waypoints are of other types).
This further implies that at this point the source of any logbook (or sub-logbook) is
of type ‘home site’.
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trip
home site
other waypoint
z(I.)
(II.)
1
2 3
4
1
23
4
Figure 5.9: Reversing a logbook’s trip order during location assignment. The figure
shows the original logbook (1) at the top, with its final destination of type ‘home
site’. Logbook (2) shows a logbook which resembles the one above in reversed trip
order.
trip
home site
other waypoint
sub-logbook
no. 1
sub-logbook
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no. 3
template logbook
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known sequence of sub-logbooks 
Figure 5.10: Sequencing sub-logbooks into logbook collections in order to preserve
the logbook’s original structure prior conversion. The three logbooks in sequence
resemble the original template logbook. A trip’s direction, if changed, is also kept
on record, here the case for the first trip.
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trip
home site
other waypoint
(I.)
(II.)
(III.)
Figure 5.11: Logbook transformation for location assignment. The figure shows the
initial logbook (1) at the top, which is then split into four sub logbooks (2). The
first of these is then put into reversed order (3), with the effect that all logbooks
now start at the home site.
5.6 Algorithmic solution
Now that the logbooks adhere to the above classification, two separate algorithms
are introduced – namely one for each group. The algorithms ultimately generate
synthetical trip chains based on the preprocessed template logbooks from section 5.5
whilst meeting the set of constraints from section 5.4. The two algorithms have in
common that they start at a firm’s home site and then move on trip by trip. The
first is presented in section 5.6.1 and works with logbooks of group one. The second
is an extended version of the first for logbooks of group two (section 5.6.2). For the
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exceptional case that trips go beyond the designated area that is to be covered by the
model, a substitute procedure is presented in section 5.6.3.
5.6.1 Algorithm for logbooks of group one (open trip chains)
An algorithm for logbooks of group one (only source is of type ‘home site’, all other
waypoints are of other types) will be shown in the following. As already anticipated
prior in section 5.5.2, special attention is given to trips that either originate from
or point to a vehicle’s home site, since, unlike other waypoint types, the business’s
location is unambiguously defined in the synthetic world. Since the business that the
algorithm is going to process is known and since all businesses are positioned in space,
a precise coordinate can be retrieved at which the home site of the business is located.
The algorithm starts by selecting potential destinations for the logbook’s first trip.
Only objects from the model world are considered which (1) correspond to the trip’s
destination type and (2) are at the given distance. The procedure is illustrated in
figure 5.12(a), where the distance is interpreted as the direct airline distance between
the two waypoints. In consequence, the target area of the distance constraint c2 is a
circle.
All objects that meet the two criteria are ordered according to the sorting criterion z.
Whether it is the hierarchy’s first object that is chosen or the hierarchy’s second object
and so on depends on whether any subsequent trips exist that must be generated. If
so, the following trip is processed in the same way as the first one, with the hierarchy’s
first choice as starting location. Figure 5.12(b) demonstrates the procedure for trip
number two. The procedure is repeated until all other remaining trips are processed.
While the methodology is the same for every trip, location type and distance stem
from the template logbook and can therefore vary from trip to trip. The recursion
terminates once all trips of the template logbook have been generated. If at some
point a trip cannot be assigned because no object exists that meets restrictions c1 and
c2, a backtracking procedure is applied, that is the previous waypoint is discarded and
the next object in line is chosen instead. Starting from this point, the procedure is then
continued until a valid solution is found. If it turns out that another trip cannot be
assigned, the algorithm once again steps back and selects the hierarchy’s next object,
and so on.
As a matter of fact, the algorithm terminates also if all possibilities failed and thus
no possible solution exists that allows the emulation of the template logbook inside
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(a) The location assignment procedure. The figure demonstrates how a trip’s destination is chosen
among the objects of the synthetic world. All marks represent objects that adhere to the first constraint
c1. With the trip’s source location xstart as center, a circle is then drawn with the trip’s distance d as
radius, so as to limit the set of objects to those that lay on it (constraint c2). Note that the circle’s
thickness is expanded by the parameter , so as to allow for tolerance. All remaining objects are then
sorted according to how well their distance to home site reflects the template logbook. The list’s first
object, i.e. the object that reflects the template logbook best, is selected. If forthcoming trips (as
displayed in (b)) cannot be assigned successfully, the next object in line is chosen and so on.
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(b) Location assignment for the generation for trip number two. Based on the destination that was
selected for the first trip, a circle is drawn with the second trip’s distance as radius. The marks display
all objects that meet type constraint c1 of trip two.
Figure 5.12: The location assignment procedure.
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the synthetic world. For such cases, an alternative procedure must be defined. Here,
three possibilities exist:
1. First, a different logbook than the one that failed can be selected. If it turns out
that the logbook which was chosen at first is not applicable to the region in which
the business of the current simulation is located, then a different logbook might
be applicable instead. Considering that the logbook which failed was chosen at
random from the logbook repository, selecting another logbook with the same
attribution can be an alternative.
2. The previous solution has the drawback that it affects the drawing which other-
wise happens at random. Therefore, an alternative is to ease the restrictions c1
and c2, making the assignment process more flexible and thus a valid solution
more likely. For example, a greater tolerance value  increases the likelihood
of successfully applying the same logbook (demonstrated in figure 5.13 on the
following page). This approach has the advantage that the changes apply to all
logbooks, causing every logbook to be processed with the same rules.
3. A third alternative is to change the distances of the trips in a way that the
altered logbook becomes applicable to the current region. That should preferably
be done by shifting distance from one trip to another, so as not to change the
logbook’s total distance. A disadvantage is that in this case, the template logbook
is merely altered “to make it fit” in a pragmatic way rather than being informed
by knowledge.
However, during the demonstration example further on in chapter 6, the proposed
location assignment algorithm required such interventions only in 2.3 % of all cases.
See chapter 6.5 for a detailed analysis.
If trip distances are not expressed by the airline distance, but by the travel time
or the routed distance, the target area of the distance constraint c2 would then be an
isochrone. As such, distance functions other than airline distance can be considered at
the cost of greater run time. The increase in runtime is due to two reasons. One is that
processing isochrones, as they are non-regular shapes, is a more complex operation and
hence takes more processing power than circle-based operations. However, experience
indicates that with modern Geographic Information Systems (GIS), if supplied with
sufficient hardware, the increase can be kept reasonable low. Another reason is that
the actual isochrones may not be known and hence must be generated, leading to
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Figure 5.13: Allowing for spatial tolerance in location assignment. The two stripes
in dark gray mark where potential waypoints can additionally occur if the tolerance
value  is increased.
higher complexity. Opposed to airline distance, travel time is not constant and varies
by factors such as the time of the day, road congestion and others. A compromise is
to generate static isochrones beforehand or to draw from empirical data.
5.6.2 Extended algorithm for logbooks of group two (closed trip chains)
The assignment of logbooks that form a closed trip chain, that is both source and final
destination are of type ‘home site’, utilizes a third constraint c3 which restricts the
set of objects that come into consideration further. The use of the constraint c3 does
not affect the algorithm’s output, but significantly enhances the algorithm’s runtime,
because many locations that do not lead to a final solution are excluded at an early
stage. In consequence, the set of items that are passed on to the next recursion step
is minimized. The constraint considers the fact that, in case of closed trip chains, the
vehicle must come back to its initial starting location. Thus, how far a waypoint can
be from a logbook’s initial starting point is limited by how much distance is left by all
remaining trips.
The constraint c3 can be formally written as
c3 : Cc3l,i = {c ∈ C | d(lS , c) ≤ dr(l, i) + (k − i)} (5.43)
with l being the template logbook of which locations are being assigned, lS the log-
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book’s starting location, dr(l, i) the remaining distance of logbook l after trip i, and k
the total number of trips of l.
The intersection of all three sets must be built accordingly:
Cc1,c2,c3 = Cc1 ∩ Cc2 ∩ Cc3 (5.44)
Figure 5.14 demonstrates the usage of the additional constraint. For simplicity
reasons, the parameter  is left out. Note that when implementing the constraints into
software, the processing speed can be optimized further by executing the constraints
in appropriate order.
If a template logbook was split into a number of sub-logbooks beforehand, each is
processed separately. For sub-logbooks of group one (open trip chains), the algorithm
for logbooks of that group is chosen and vice versa, for sub-logbooks of group two, the
algorithm for closed trip chains is applied. By processing all sub-logbooks, a trip chain
is obtained that resembles the characteristics of the original template logbook, causing
the generated synthetic trips to equal the original template logbook as a whole. In
particular, the number of waypoints, the order of waypoints and the waypoint types
correspond to the original logbook and in addition, the trip distances between the
waypoints and hence also the total distance correspond to the template logbook (with
the exception of the tolerance that is allowed for by the parameter epsilon). And
furthermore, trips that were reversed are set back to their original form, ensuring that
the final output is not altered by the preparation steps from section 5.5.
5.6.3 Trips transcending the synthetic world
The two algorithms presented so far also terminate if a trip’s distance exceeds the
synthetic world. That is the case if the synthetic world’s definition is too narrow for
the trip to be placed into it. In test runs for the Berlin area, this case occured quite
frequently when the model world was only defined within the city limits. Therefore,
this section is dedicated to trips that exceed the synthetic world’s definition range.
At first glance, vehicles may not be tracked any further once they exit the study
area. This is because, by leaving the study area behind, their trips are no longer focus
of the simulation. Nonetheless, computing time is spent to continue the simulation
of such vehicles in order to monitor whether they reenter. Because if they do so,
their succeeding trips should be considered. However by matter of fact, the procedure
presented so far in the sections 5.4 to 5.6 cannot be applied any longer once the
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Figure 5.14: Extended location assignment for closed trip chains (logbooks whose
start and final stop is of type ‘home site’). The template logbook that is used for
demonstration is displayed in the top-left corner (I.). Figure (II.) shows the effect
of the additional constraint c3 which is represented by the large circle. In regular
location assignment, i.e. location assignment for open trip chains, all locations lying
on the small circle, whose radius is the trip’s distance, come into consideration. In
the case of closed trip chains, the additional constraint restricts the locations to all
those that are inside the large circle. Its radius is the distance that remains by the
following trips. Taken together, all locations that lie on the small circle and find
themselves inside the large circle are passed on to the next recursion step. Figure
(III.) finally gives examples of possible tour patterns.
synthetic world’s border is crossed, since the necessary data is not defined beyond
it. Instead, an adapted version must be developed based on data that is available,
specifically (1) a template logbook’s trip distance and (2) a waypoint’s distance-to-
homesite (the distance between the waypoint and the business on whose behalf a
vehicle operates). In place of the constraint definitions c1 and c2, the set of waypoints
is now defined through the constraint
co = {x ∈ S | d(s, x) = d(tij) ∧ d(h, x) = z(tij)} (5.45)
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The constraint limits the number of suitable locations from space S to all those
that show the same trip distance and the same distance-to-homesite. The latter is
measured from a business’ homesite h, while the trip’s distance d(s, x) is measured
starting from the previous waypoint s. In a graphical illustration as displayed in
figure 5.15, this is equivalent to spanning two circles, their radiuses being the trip’s
distance and the distance-to-homesite. The two circles intersect in either one, two, or
zero points, thus causing the set co to contain that many elements. In the case that
both circles do not intersect, only the trip’s distance is considered by selecting a finite
number of points lying on the distance circle to be passed on to the next recursion
step. In consequence, co contains as many elements as the number of selected points.
The procedure is applied for all remaining waypoints either until all waypoints are
processed or the vehicle reenters the study area, from which point on regular location
assignment is again applied. As a consequence of the adapted location choice algorithm,
trips beyond the virtual world no longer originate or point to defined locations such
as businesses or private households. Since locations do not exist outside the virtual
world, origin and destination are directly coded in geographical coordinates of space
S.
synthetic world
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Figure 5.15: Trip assignment in areas where no virtual world data is defined. A tem-
plate logbook whose third trip leaves the virtual world is shown. The destination
of this trip is then generated by calculating the intersection of two circles. One cir-
cle has the trip’s distance as radius, the radius of the other circle reflects the trip’s
distance-to-homesite. The process is continued until the vehicle reenters.
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5.7 Summary of the proposed methodology
The presented methodology generates synthetic trip chains by mapping empirical trip
chain data to a regional context. The methodology satisfies most of the requirements
of section 4.1, with the exception that modeling the decision process is abandoned. For
demonstration and evaluation purposes, the model system has been implemented into
software, which will be the focus of chapter 6.
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This chapter tests the methodology on a real-world example by simulating one aver-
age work day for the city of Berlin, Germany. The chapter presents implementation
aspects and assesses the simulation results. The empirical implementation has three
purposes: The first is to demonstrate the applicability with respect to input data re-
quirements. Second, the demonstration is to show that the simulation will terminate
in time, even for study areas of considerable size. And the third is to test whether the
template logbooks that are extracted from the empirical survey Kraftfahrzeugverkehr
in Deutschland (KiD) can be effectively mapped to the study area.
The city of Berlin is chosen as study area because of several reasons. Firstly with
respect to its size, as Berlin is a large urban area. The Amt fu¨r Statistik Berlin-
Brandenburg, the official statistical office for the region, reports the city to cover 892
square kilometers and being home to 3 444 000 inhabitants as of may 31, 2010 [1].
The area’s size is a challenge. So will the house data set by the Federal Agency for
Cartography and Geodesy (BKG) supply roughly 1.1 million houses to the simulation.
Successfully applying the algorithms to this area will show that, in terms of processing
speed, they can also be applied to other smaller areas. Second, Berlin has been the
subject of research in previous projects (examples are [6, 11, 12]), allowing to re-use
some of the data that was used for these projects. All data sources that are used for the
simulation are summarized in table 6.1. Furthermore, the German Aerospace Center
(DLR), where this thesis is written, is linked to local authorities with its research
site in Berlin-Adlershof, making the simulation of this region a direct interest. And
finally, the demand for commercial transport for the Berlin region has been assessed
in previous works, allowing a comparison of the simulation results with this data.
The chapter is organized into a number of sections. As a prerequisite, the software
that runs the simulation is developed in section 6.1. Next, the relevant input data is
collected and fed to the system. At first, the virtual world is created in section 6.2 by
supplying private households and firms to the simulation. Thereafter, the template log-
book repository is filled with logbooks from the empirical survey Kraftfahrzeugverkehr
in Deutschland (KiD) in section 6.3. The mobility ratios that specify the number of
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Table 6.1: The input data for the demonstration example.
Input data year
Private household population [68] 2005*
Firm population [60] 2005*
Land-use data [104, 105, 5] 2007
House coordinates [20] 2008
Survey Kraftfahrzeugverkehr in Deutschland [100] 2001/2002
Survey Dienstleistungsverkehr in industriellen Wertscho¨pfungsketten [43] 2007
* generated with data of different years, the primary one as of 2005.
vehicles that operate for each firm is then determined in section 6.4. And section 6.5
finally presents the actual simulation run. The simulation parameters are set and the
results are presented, including a test against third-party aggregates.
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6.1 Software implementation
6.1.1 Spatial database systems
With regard to the computational implementation, the use of a geographic information
system (GIS) is an obvious choice for processing spatial data. Yet, there is also data
to be processed without spatial context. Thus the perfect solution to embed the model
into is a system capable of handling both data with and without spatial context. One
solution for this purpose are relational database systems, since they have become the
standard tool for storing and processing data. A drawback is that the speed of such
systems can be insufficient for the specific needs of large-scale micro simulations [66].
In consequence, individual data structures are developed for specific model designs that
provide faster data access. Some efforts even go further and investigate into the use
of dedicated hardware, see for example Strippgen and Nagel [92] for a system that
makes use of a computer’s graphical processing unit (GPU). Yet for the present imple-
mentation, the use of a relational database system is favored because of several reasons.
First, their ease of use allows to easily test different algorithms with a minimum of
programming effort. They further support the rapid extraction of useful statistics,
allowing one to analyze the processed data at any stage of the computation process.
Furthermore, modern database systems are capable of processing large quantities of
spatial data, allowing to concentrate on the programming logic rather than on imple-
mentation issues without major performance loss. Fourth, predefined interfaces for in-
and export allow to quickly add new data to a simulation. And most importantly, the
method’s constraints that were defined in chapter 5 can be directly translated into
the Structured Query Language (SQL), the language for the management of data in
relational databases.
Among the most popular spatial database systems, with no claim to be complete,
are Oracle Spatial [71], PostgreSQL with PostGIS extension [78], Microsoft SQL
Server [63], and MySQL Spatial Extension [65], out of which PostgreSQL is chosen.
PostGIS is an additional module that extends the standard PostgreSQL database by
adding the ability to efficiently process indexes on spatial data types. In addition,
predefined stored procedures that come with PostGIS provide many standard geo cal-
culations such as distance, area, or spatial intersection. Spatial data can be imported
and exported as ESRI Shape files, a common proprietary geospatial vector data format.
The main argument for choosing PostGIS is that it follows the OpenGIS Simple
Features Specification for SQL, a standard SQL schema supporting storage, retrieval,
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query and update of geospatial data [70]. Being developed by the Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC), an international industry consortium consisting of companies, gov-
ernment agencies and universities, this data model can be migrated to other database
systems [69]. Further, PostGIS offers the benefits of free software. And finally, Post-
GIS is supported by a large user community that produced numerous postings on the
web, a criterion that distinguished it clearly from MySQL when the work on this thesis
started.
6.1.2 Reference coordinate systems
Despite of the actual database system that is used, spatial data typically relates to
a reference coordinate system. The ‘World Geodetic System 1984’ (WGS 84) and the
‘Gauss-Kru¨ger coordinate system’ (GK 3) for the Germany, Austria, and Finland area
are among the most common ones. For the city of Berlin, the ‘Soldner coordinate
system’ is also used. At the time of writing, the Bundesamt fu¨r Kartographie und
Geoda¨sie (BKG), a federal authority for geographic data in Germany, used GK 3 as
their main reference system. Following their choice, the present project is set up
in GK 3 as well and if geometries happened to be in a different reference system,
they were transformed into GK 3. This is because erroneous or misleading results can
occur when geometries are kept in different reference systems. Note that the BKG is
currently in the process of establishing the triple A data model, an improved version of
the existing one that requires to move to the ‘European Terrestrial Reference System
1989’ (ETRS 89) [13]. Hence, ETRS 89 may be chosen for future implementations.
For identifying a geometry’s reference system, PostGIS uses ‘Spatial Reference Sys-
tem Identifiers’ (SRIDs), a system for distinguishing between the different reference
systems by unique numbers. At the time of writing, 3 162 predefined reference sys-
tems were distinguished by default. Those that were used during data collection and
preparation for the present demonstration example are displayed in table 6.2.
6.1.3 Data model and system design
With the key aspect of this thesis being the conceptional methodology, only a short
summary of the actual implementation is given here. The ease of use of relational
database systems, their open connectivity, the ability to rapidly develop and test code
and the ability to express this methodology’s constraints in SQL make the use of a
relational database system the preferred choice for implementation. A relational data
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Table 6.2: Spatial Reference System Identifiers (SRID)
SRID Description
31467 Gauß-Kru¨ger-Abbildung, 3. Meridianstreifen (Mittelmeridian 9°) [GK 3]
4326 World Geodetic System 1984 [WGS 84]
3068 Deutsches Hauptdreiecksnetz (DHDN) / Soldner Berlin
4258 European Terrestrial Reference System 1989 [ETRS 89]
Source: www.spatialreference.org [22]
model is designed that integrates the digital landscape model (DLM) from section 4.3.1
into the database system and that further contains tables for the method’s objects such
as firms, households, and locations. A Java client then connects to the database. Its
main purpose is the execution of the simulation loop structure that iterates over the
simulation entities. In principle, all code may be implemented inside the database
management system in the form of stored procedures using PL/SQL, making any
additional code outside the database dispensable, but Java was chosen for ease of use.
In order to benefit from the database’s capabilities of efficiently processing spatial
queries, all spatial calculations are processed by the database system.
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6.2 Population data synthesis
The synthetic urban space is supplied with private households and firms based on
two separate synthetic population files. At this point, the population files contain
individual firms and individual private households at the level of geographical zones.
According to the definition in section 5.2.1, households and firms need to be mapped
to locations for the present approach. Therefore, a methodology is presented in this
section for the disaggregation of entities that are coded at the level of zones into the
level of separate buildings. The process is informed by consulting the cartographic data
on land-use and on building locations that was previously introduced in section 4.3.
The section is split into three parts. To begin with, four land-use types are discussed
in section 6.2.1. The actual disaggregation algorithm is then presented for private
households in section 6.2.2 and for firms thereafter in section 6.2.3.
6.2.1 Using land-use data for disaggregation
Land-use can be seen as an important aspect for many physical processes taking place
on the earth surface [5]. Using it for transport modeling is advantageous with respect
to one of the basic aspects of modeling. Generally, a model must simplify the compli-
cated real world to a more simple scale and in this sense elide certain features of reality.
Yet there are things which we tend to know more about than others, with land-use
belonging to the category that we know very well. Land-use can be analyzed easily,
since it is not hidden and can be directly observed from the real world without any
elaborate methodologies necessary to “unveil” how things really are. This especially
accounts for designated, man-made land-use districts such as enterprise zones and resi-
dential areas. Since we create them ourselves, no complex data acquisition and analysis
must be carried out as is needed for land-use patterns that are the result of natural
processes. Another important argument is that land-use is generally not restricted by
data privacy requirements and thus available in high precision for most areas, since it
does not relate to individuals. For the above reasons, land-use is considered to be a
helpful supplement for the disaggregation of population data.
Land-use data can be obtained from the digital landscape model (DLM) that was
introduced earlier in section 4.3.1. While the landscape model contains a large number
of designated land-use types, specifically four are of interest for the disaggregation pro-
cess, as firms and households are typically located within these types and by definition
are rarely located in other areas [105]. The four areas are:
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1. Residential area: An area characterized by buildings that serve housing and
living purposes in first place. Places for shopping, culture, religion, handcraft
and health services can be found as well.
2. Industrial area: An area that is mainly used for industrial and commercial pur-
poses. This can include shopping malls, storage depots, large-scale commercial
operations, and trade fair areas.
3. Mixed use area: An area characterized by buildings not dominated by any specific
use. These are mostly found in rural areas and inner city districts that combine
retail, housing, and public services.
4. Area for special use: An area characterized by buildings that serve a particular
distinct function. Examples are, among others, public administration, health
and social services, education, science, culture, recreation and the military.
Figure 6.1 shows how the four land-use types distribute for Berlin and the sur-
rounding area. Note that by considering the four land-use types described above, the
remaining land-use types that typically do not contain firms nor households (water-
body, farmland, nature reserve, and so on) are actually taken into account through
exclusion.
6.2.2 Private household population synthesis
The synthetic population file was designed at the Institute of Transport Research
(VF) at the German Aerospace Center (DLR) as part of a research project that was
finished in June 2009 [68, 58]. For the project, several synthetic population files were
created for four different geographical areas. The one for Berlin features 3 320 993
inhabitants that constitute altogether 1 848 897 households and refers to the year 2005,
with another scenario designed for 2030. The one of 2005 will be used for the present
demonstration example. The file’s households are supplied with various attributes such
as car ownership and monthly budget as well as a zoning information that tells the
area in which the household is located. The distribution is shown in figure 6.2(a) by
statistical districts. The actual indication corresponds to the more detailed system
of ‘traffic subcells’, a zoning system maintained by the Statistical Institute of Berlin-
Brandenburg (Amt fu¨r Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg), with an average area of a single
subcell of 1 011.3 m2, 53.8 m2 being the smallest and 17 272.2 m2 the largest.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of land-uses in the study area. Source: Digitales Land-
schaftsmodel (DLM) of Bundesamt fu¨r Kartographie und Geoda¨sie (BKG).
The set of buildings is taken from the file of address records that was introduced in
section 4.3.2. The disaggregation process results in the assignment of households to
buildings, so as every household is specified by street, house number, and postal code.
Therefore, an address record is selected for each household based on three assumptions:
By definition, a household must first be located within the household’s traffic subcell
and second, no household should be located outside any of the four land-use types
from section 6.2.1. Further, households are more likely situated in residential and
mixed areas, only very few, if any at all, should be located in industrial areas and
areas of special use. An algorithm is designed to distribute the households accordingly,
that is, to distribute households of a cell to buildings that are located inside the land-
use areas of that cell. The algorithm takes four ratios as input that specify to which
percentage the households of a cell are distributed across the four land-use types of
the form “assign 50 % of a cell’s households to residential areas within that cell, assign
40 % to areas of mixed use, . . .”.
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of firms and private households in the study area, by statisti-
cal districts. Source: German Aerospace Center (DLR).
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The program code that was written for this purpose accepts any target distribution
that sums up to 100 %. Rounding errors are handled, guaranteeing a better approxi-
mation to the target distribution without supplying or deleting households from the
original set. If a land-use type which is supposed to receive households does not exist in
a given cell, the algorithm alters the target distribution by assigning these households
to a different land-use type. If this type does not exist either, another land-use type is
tested, and so on. All four land-use types are checked in successive order (residential
→ mixed→ special→ industrial). If all attempts fail, land-use is no longer considered
and households will be spread across the whole cell. In this case, households are still
assigned to valid address records, ensuring that households are not placed into areas
where they would hardly make sense, e. g. inside waterbodies.
For the present simulation, the ratio was defined by estimates. 60 % of the households
are placed into residential areas, 39 % into mixed areas, and 1 % into areas of special
use. The case that no land-use areas exist in a cell does not occur for the Berlin data,
but was implemented to avoid unexpected termination if applying the algorithm to
areas for which land-use is not entirely defined.
6.2.3 Economic structure synthesis
For the commercial sector, one can generally notice that data is much more available
than for personal data, allowing to choose out of several potential data sources. Firstly,
there are commercial data suppliers such as the infas Institute of Applied Social Sci-
ences (www.infas-geodaten.de) and GfK GeoMarketing (www.gfk-geomarketing.de) that
maintain firm registers. Their registers usually describe a firm with a number of char-
acteristics such as the firm’s postal address, spatial coordinates and further attributes
that include the firm’s legal form, the firm’s number of employees and the firm’s eco-
nomic sector. The main disadvantages of using commercial registers are (1) the high
costs that increase significantly with higher spatial resolution and (2) the fact that a
methodology for forecasting is missing. Another data source that consists of a listing
of individual firms is the national firm register (Unternehmensregister) of the Federal
Statistical Office [84]. The register contains all firms liable to taxation and keeps in-
formation, among others, on the firm’s name, its address, legal form, economic sector,
number of employees and volume of sales. However, access to it for research purposes
is only provided through aggregated statistics.
For the present demonstration example, a synthetic population file is used that
combines a commercial data set from the Institute of Applied social sciences (infas)
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with several other aggregate data sources [60]. The file that was created as part of
the same research project at DLR as the synthetic household population file from
section 6.2.2 contains a total of 4.2 million firms for all of Germany, 142 908 of them
being located in Berlin, and is designed to be comprehensive. For companies that
maintain more than one site, each of them is represented separately, for example if
a firm has multiple branch offices. Firms are characterized by their economic sector
and the number of employees. A firm’s economic sector describes the sector in which
the firm’s key activity is located and is identified by WZ 2003 [85], a standardized
classification scheme (see section 5.2.1). A firm’s size refers to its number of employees
with liability to social security, classified by seven categories, the smallest ranging from
one to nine employees and the largest representing one thousand employees and more.
The fact that for some firms, all employees are assigned to the firm’s headquarter,
causes a spatial distortion for those. A firm’s location is specified at the level of
official municipalities and for some in more detail at the level of statistical areas (see
section 4.3.3), thus reaching a granularity lesser than is the case for the synthetic
household population file.
The firm population is disaggregated from the level of zones to individual buildings
by applying the same concept that was used prior for the disaggregation of household
data. The handling of cases in which the target distribution cannot be met is replaced
by a different fall-back procedure: industrial → mixed → special → residential. Firms
are also placed into residential areas, following the definition of the DLM’s object type
catalog that allows small enterprises to be situated in residential areas. While the
private household population merely affects the distribution of trips, the number and
characteristics of firms directly affect the total traffic volume that will be generated
during the simulation. Therefore, the number of firms by economic sector and number
of employees is summarized as aggregates in table A.2 on page 121. How the firms are
distributed in space is depicted in figure 6.2(b).
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6.3 Template logbook extraction
6.3.1 Relevant attributes and case numbers
The template logbook repository from which will be drawn in the present demonstra-
tion example is filled with logbooks from the empirical survey Kraftfahrzeugverkehr
in Deutschland (KiD). Table 6.3 exemplifies a typical logbook record from the survey
that was already introduced in section 4.2.1. It shows the movements of a car which
belongs to a firm in economic sector D (Manufacturing), with 130 employees and which
is based in Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Firms on whose behalf vehicles were operat-
ing are characterized by the economic sector (coded in WZ 2003, see table A.1) and the
firm size (coded as the number of employees, classified into seven classes, see table 6.4).
Further, information on the trip purpose is contained. The coding of trip purposes
follows the definition from section 2.1:
1. transportation of goods, materials, machines, . . .
2. trip to working location (repair service, delivery and installation service, consult-
ing job, visit, . . .)
3. transportation of people (business-related)
4. change in location due to other business-related activity
5. return to company site
6. going to work (going to own company site)
Table 6.3: Example of a logbook record from KiD.
trip destination type trip purpose zipcode distance . . .
- own company - 60439 - . . .
1 private household commercial trip (type 2) 60385 33 km . . .
2 private household commercial trip (type 2) 60528 15 km . . .
3 private household commercial trip (type 2) 63303 17 km . . .
4 private household commercial trip (type 2) 60311 12 km . . .
7 private household commercial trip (type 2) 63069 15 km . . .
8 other company commercial trip (type 2) 60433 15 km . . .
9 own company return to company site (type 5) 60439 5 km . . .
Source: derived from Kraftfahrzeugverkehr in Deutschland 2002 (KiD) [100].
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7. trip to an educational institution
8. shopping
9. recreation
10. transportation of people (non business-related, private)
11. other private reason
12. return to home
The route on which vehicles were moving can be tracked through postal codes that
specify the location of each waypoint and for most, a geo coordinate is provided with
higher precision. In addition, waypoints are characterized by their type, for which
the survey distinguishes between eight different waypoint types, one of them being
‘own company’. In some cases, several waypoints of the latter type exist at different
locations. For those, a ninth type is introduced:
1. terminal, station, port, airport
2. forwarder
3. construction site
4. own company
5. external / other company
6. private household (where the service is provided)
7. other business-related destination
8. private destination (e.g. restaurant, home, . . .)
9. other site of own company (not originally contained in KiD and introduced here)
Considering the fact that the participants in the study were spread over entire Ger-
many, a question is if all of the logbooks that are contained in KiD can be used for
simulating the Berlin area or if only some of them should be considered. If, for ex-
ample, businesses from Munich show different behavior patterns from those in Berlin,
their logbooks will cause misleading results. A study into the effects was carried out
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in a joint effort at the Institute of Transport Research (VF) at the German Aerospace
Center (DLR) and is currently in the process of publication. The results showed that
the type of a region either has low or no influence on the travel pattern, suggesting
that vehicle logbooks from across Germany may be used. Notably, the economic sec-
tors where no correlation was found also correspond to those with lowest case numbers
and where extrapolations are needed.
6.3.2 Repository setup
For the present demonstration example, the logbook repository is filled with all log-
books from entire Germany, allowing to test the algorithm with a large variety of
template logbooks. The case numbers that are obtained are displayed in table 6.4,
showing the total number of logbooks in KiD that have one or more commercial pas-
senger transport trips. Cells that are highlighted in light and dark gray indicate that
the number of logbooks for the corresponding combination is small, although 0.1 % or
more of all firms in the synthetic world belong to the combination. For cells colored in
light gray, the number of logbooks is below 100, while for cells colored in dark gray, the
number of logbooks is below 50. In the equivalent, for all cells with white background,
the number of firms is either below 0.1 % and/or the number of logbooks is greater
than 100. And for all combinations with at least 0.1 % of firms, the number of logbooks
is greater than 20. These template logbooks are now preprocessed by executing the
following successive steps:
1. Filter according to trip purpose. The first step is straightforward and takes into
consideration the fact that some logbooks do not contain commercial passenger
transport trips. A logbook might for example belong to a truck that was just
delivering goods during the whole day. As the main interest for the current
simulation run is commercial passenger transport, logbooks that only contain non
commercial passenger transport trips are not relevant and are therefore removed.
Logbooks in which just some trips belong to the category ‘commercial passenger
transport’ are kept to avoid that relevant trips go lost.
2. Evaluation of the geometrical shape. In a second step, information on a log-
book’s geometrical pattern, i.e. the z values as defined in chapter 5.2.2 and in
figure 5.4) in particular, is generated. The pattern of a logbook is indirectly pro-
vided through the geo coordinates and postal codes that come with each logbook,
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Table 6.4: Logbooks with one or more commercial passenger transport trips in KiD
by economic sector and firm size (number of employees). Highlighted cells indicate
that the number of logbooks for the corresponding combination is small, although
0.1 % or more of all businesses in the synthetic world belong to the combination.
For cells colored in light gray, the number of logbooks is below 100, while for cells
colored in dark gray, the number of logbooks is below 50. In the equivalent, for all
cells with white background, the number of firms is either below 0.1 % and/or the
number of logbooks is greater than 100.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O
1-9 208 3 12 465 141 1948 655 28 153 64 444 129 71 104 260
10-49 124 1 23 391 210 1823 469 31 227 30 307 311 28 162 205
50-99 22 5 97 73 384 123 7 43 13 75 88 6 35 65
100-249 12 13 112 97 222 75 4 56 8 74 67 6 48 62
250-499 1 1 57 57 39 29 2 21 7 29 43 1 21 20
500-1000 1 1 51 38 30 23 1 14 10 17 13 11 10
> 1000 5 72 30 10 15 21 9 14 14 5 2
n.s. 17 7 81 93 234 100 4 56 14 64 84 10 37 62
total 385 4 67 1326 739 4690 1489 77 591 155 1024 749 122 423 686
dark gray less than 50 logbooks with the economic sector/business size combination exist, al-
though 0.1 % or more firms in the synthetic world report this attribution.
light gray less than 100 logbooks with the economic sector/business size combination exist, al-
though 0.1 % or more firms in the synthetic world report this attribution.
Source: derived from Kraftfahrzeugverkehr in Deutschland 2002 (KiD) [100]. See table A.1 on
page 115 for a description of all economic sectors.
because by lining up all of the waypoints, a line can be drawn along which the
vehicle was moving.
The z values were thus calculated based on the geo coordinate pairs of the KiD
attributes. If these attributes were found empty, a coordinate was generated
pointing to the geometric center of the waypoint’s postal code district. Some
cases provide information on the KGS district, but not on the postal code. Here,
a coordinate was generated that points to the municipality’s center. Coordinates
are generated only if a validity check of postal code and KGS district was suc-
cessful. In very few cases, a trip’s geo coordinates did not correspond to its other
position information and thus its coordinates were re-generated based on postal
code or KGS data.
Figure 6.3 visualizes a logbook and names the attributes from which the location
information was extracted.
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trip
home site
other waypoint
(F08d, F08e), F08c, F08a
(F02d, F02e), F02c, F02a
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Figure 6.3: Waypoint coordinates and corresponding KiD attributes. The
figure shows a typical logbook pattern from the empirical survey Kraft-
fahrzeugverkehr in Deutschland 2002 (KiD) [100]. The labels that are dis-
played next to each waypoint tell the original KiD naming of the attributes
containing the positioning information.
3. Resolving branch office vs. own business. A third step considers that KiD does
not distinguish between a firms headquarter and various branch offices, which is
a possible explanation why in some cases several waypoints are marked as ‘home
business’ although their geographical position differs [53]. The issue is resolved
by introducing an additional waypoint type ‘branch office’. If a logbook contains
waypoints of type ‘home business’ with different geo-locations, the coordinate
pair that appears most often keeps the original attribution, all others receive the
attribution ‘branch office’. In case that there is no coordinate that occurs more
often than others, the first is considered to be the home business, all following
ones become ‘branch office’.
4. Trip description in varying levels of detail. A drawback is that for trip twelve
and upwards, participants were no longer requested to describe their trips in
full detail. Since no information on the destination’s type is given for such, at
the most eleven trips become part of the simulation. Figure 6.4 shows that the
majority of logbooks with one or more commercial passenger transport trips show
small trip rates and that only 5.3 % were reported to have twelve or more trips.
An alternative to provide logbooks in full length for simulation is by synthetically
generating data in a way that is consistent with the known total number of trips
and the known total number of kilometers driven that day.
However, also trips before the twelfth trip must be adapted, as they have not
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Figure 6.4: Number of trips per logbook (attribute ‘K31’) for logbooks with
one or more commercial passenger transport trips (type 2 and 3). Logbooks
that have twelve or more trips represent altogether 5.3 % of all logbooks.
Source: Kraftfahrzeugverkehr in Deutschland 2002 (KiD) [100].
been reported properly in some cases. Occasionally, participants of the study
summed up several trips into one trip, causing some logbooks contain records
that actually represent multiple trips. In total, 949 out of 12 705 logbooks that
remain from the previous steps are marked to contain ‘multiple trips’ that are
combined into one. Since no coordinates are provided for the missing waypoints
and thus the actual shape is not provided for such, their spatial pattern cannot
be reconstructed. Therefore, such logbooks are filtered out.
5. Missing values. For some trips, although only in a very few cases for the logbooks
that remain, attributes such as a destination’s type is coded as ‘unknown/not
specified’. Those records are passed on unchanged into the logbook repository,
allowing the simulation algorithm to choose out of all destinations that lay at
the given distance. If it is a trip’s purpose that is unknown, the trip is generated
equivalently as a ‘trip of unknown purpose’ during simulation.
Trips with origin and destination of type ‘home site’ are kept. In effect, the simu-
lation output will contain trips that start at the home site and immediately return to
the starting position. All steps were implemented as a PL/SQL script that is attached
in listing A.1.
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6.4 Mobility ratio extraction
The mobility ratios are extracted from the representative survey of the German service
industry that was introduced earlier in section 4.2.2. With respect to the underlying
answer set, the extraction is simplified by not distinguishing between multiple mobility
ratios. Therefore, one single ratio is determined that represents the number of mobile
vehicles of a firm during an average work day.
The ratio is determined in a number of consecutive steps. To begin with, for each
of the 27 separate service types that are displayed in table 6.5, the average number
of times a service is provided by a company per customer per year is extracted. In
addition, participants were requested to specify for each service type where this service
is provided. For example, participants could specify whether the service is provided
‘at the customer’s site’, ‘at other site’ or ‘in-house’. Whether services are provided
via paper letters, electronic mail or internet, and thus no movement takes place, is
on record as well. The two location types that are of interest – as they are the only
ones that generate trips – are ‘external at customer’ and ‘at other site’. All others are
filtered out.
Participants were also requested to specify their number of customers. As before,
this is provided for each of the 27 service types. Multiplying both results in the number
of times that each service type is provided externally. Assuming that no more than
one service is provided to a customer at a time, all service types can be aggregated to
determine the number of times services of any type are provided. Under the premise of
a second assumption considering that no information about the duration of a service
is given, this is equal to the number of times that external sites are visited by firms.
That is, it is assumed that customers are visited only once per service. While this is
not problematic for services that are not very time-consuming, it is for services that
are provided over long periods of time, as they almost certainly require more than
one visit. Common examples for the first are repair and installation services, typically
completed within hours without requiring additional trips. An example for the latter
are financial auditing services that are typically provided during several days or weeks,
for which large customers such as banks and investment funds often provide office
space for the service provider at the customer’s site.
Information on the mode choice of businesses is also part of the survey and is given
as percentages of all of a company’s commercial trips, requiring a third assumption
that the mode choice for services-related trips is equal to the mode choice of all of a
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Table 6.5: List of service groups from the empirical survey Dienstleistungsverkehr in
industriellen Wertscho¨pfungsprozessen
1 Research and development (Forschung und Entwicklung)
2 Projection (Projektierung)
3 Assembly (Montage)
4 Maintenance (Instandhaltung: Produktionsmittel/Maschinen)
5 Software development (Softwareentwicklung)
6 Market research (Marketing)
7 Advertisement (Werbung)
8 Procurement (Einkauf/Beschaffung)
9 Sales and distribution (Vertrieb)
10 Consignment (Kommissionierung)
11 Warehousing (Lagerhaltung)
12 Shipping (Versand)
13 Customer training (Kundenschulung)
14 Cleaning (Reinigung)
15 Security service (Sicherheitsdienst/Werkschutz)
16 Cafeteria (Kantine)
17 IT (Datenverarbeitung/IT)
18 Accounting (Rechnungswesen/Buchhaltung)
19 Legal advice (Rechtsberatung)
20 Assurance (Versicherungen)
21 Financial service (Finanzdienstleistung)
22 Consulting (Unternehmensberatung)
23 Financial auditing (Wirtschaftspru¨fung/Steuer)
24 Human resource management (Personalwesen)
25 Further education (Weiterbildung/Mitarbeiterqualifizierung)
26 Facility management (Geba¨udemanagement)
27 Waste disposal (Abfallentsorgung)
Source: Derived from Dienstleistungsverkehr in industriellen Wertscho¨pfungsprozessen [43].
company’s commercial trips. From the modes that were surveyed, the ones of interest
are trips with motorized vehicles due to the focus on road traffic in the present sim-
ulation example. In the survey, these trips are marked as ‘trips with vehicles owned
by the company’, ‘trips with private vehicles’ and ‘trips with rental cars’. As a result,
the number of visits to external sites with motorized vehicles per company is obtained.
Since this is annually, it is next divided by the average number of working days per
year in order to receive daily numbers. All calculations are summarized in the formula
x =
(∑
d∈D (ad + bd) cd
)
(m1 +m2 +m3)
252
(6.1)
where x is the average number of visits to external sites per day with motorized vehicles,
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D is the set of 27 service types listed in the survey, ad is the number of times a
service d ∈ D is provided at a customer’s site per year, bd is the average number of
times a service d is provided externally ‘at other site’ and cd is the average number
of customers for service d per year. m1, m2 and m3 are the percentages for the three
road modes ‘company-owned vehicle’, ‘private vehicle’ and ‘rental car’. The constant
252 is chosen as the average number of working days per year. After performing a
plausibility analysis, the results that are displayed in table A.3 are obtained.
Next, the empirical survey KiD is used to determine the number of customers that are
visited per vehicle during an average work day. For this purpose, the number of relevant
trips in each logbook is counted. A trip is considered relevant if the destination’s type
and the trip’s purpose meet the following two criteria. First, a trip’s purpose must be
either of type
• transportation of goods, materials, machines, . . .,
• trip to working location (repair service, delivery and installation service, consult-
ing job, visit, . . .),
• transportation of people (business-related), or
• change in location due to other business-related activity
and second, the trip’s destination is not of type
• own company or
• private destination (e. g. restaurant, home, . . .).
The results displayed in table A.4 represent the average number of visits to customers
of logbooks with one or more commercial passenger transport trips, by economic sector
and firm size. By dividing a firm’s average number of visits to external sites (table A.3)
by the average number of visits to customer sites (table A.4) of vehicles with the firm’s
economic sector and size, the number of vehicles that operate per day in order to
undertake that many customer visits is obtained. The final result is displayed in
table 6.6.
For most economic sectors that are displayed in table 6.6, the classification’s gran-
ularity for the attribute firm size lacks sufficient detail. For example, the majority
of vehicles of economic sector I (transport, storage and communication) operate on
behalf of firms with 100 to 249 employees and only few vehicles operate on behalf of
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Table 6.6: Number of vehicles operating per day per business, by economic sector
and number of employees, rounded up to full integers.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O
1 - 9 employees 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 1 0 3 0 1
10 - 49 employees 0 1 0 1 1 1 4 0 4 4 5 0 1 1 1
50 - 99 employees 0 0 1 1 1 13 43 0 1 6 12 0 2 0 25
100 - 249 employees 0 0 0 38 1 9 1 0 132 76 15 0 0 4 11
250 - 499 employees 0 0 1 1 9 150 15 5 1 12 16 88 0 0 5
500 - 1 000 empl. 0 0 5 1 0 0 1 0 0 6 70 0 0 1 4
> 1 000 employees 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 292 12 1 0 0 82
Source: Derived with the presented procedure by refering to the two empirical surveys Dienstleis-
tungsverkehr in industriellen Wertscho¨pfungsprozessen [43] and Kraftfahrzeugverkehr in Deutsch-
land 2002 (KiD) [100]. See table A.1 on page 115 for a description of all economic sectors.
firms of other classes. The same applies for most other economic sectors. Only in sec-
tor K (real estate, renting and business activities), the values are distributed over all
classes. Despite these downsides, the classification scheme is chosen to correspond to
the one of the synthetic economy from section 6.2.3 with the advantage of having the
same scheme consistently applied through all modeling steps. Notably, the two empir-
ical surveys Kraftfahrzeugverkehr in Deutschland (KiD) and Dienstleistungsverkehr in
industriellen Wertscho¨pfungsprozessen in principle allow to classify with more detail.
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6.5 Simulation and result analysis
6.5.1 Parameter configuration
Starting with the waypoint type constraint c1, the simulation parameters are set as
follows:
1. If the trip’s destination is of type 1 (terminal, station, port, or airport), the
search is limited to address records located within areas of land-use type ‘special
use’.
2. If the trip’s destination is of type 2 (forwarder), businesses of economic sector ‘I’
(transport, storage and communication) are considered.
3. If the trip’s destination is of type 3 (construction site), any address record can
be selected.
4. If the trip’s destination is of type 4 (home site), the trip must be directed to the
business on whose behalf the vehicle operates.
5. If the trip’s destination is of type 5 (external company), any business can be
selected except the vehicle’s own.
6. If the trip’s destination is of type 6 (private household), the trip is directed to a
household.
7. If the trip’s destination is of type 7 (other business-related destination), any
address record is considered, since no information is provided in KiD that allows
to further specify the location type.
8. The same applies to destinations of type 8 (private destination), which are inter-
preted similarly. Any address record can be selected.
9. If the trip’s destination is of type 9 (branch office), the trip must lead to a business
whose economic sector is that of the firm to which the vehicle belongs, with the
idea in mind that although the synthetic firm file does not contain relations on
how branch offices relate to each other, it is assumed that both firms must be
listed with the same economic sector.
The items are formalized in table 6.7. The mapping’s granularity is subject to the
available data. For example, an alternative for trips with destination of type two
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Table 6.7: Constraint specification for location assignment (c1)
id location type restriction Cc1
1 terminal, station,
port, airport
any location within land-use ‘special’ {c ∈ C | lu(c) = ’special’}
2 forwarder any firm with economic sector ‘I’ (transport) {b ∈ B | es(b) = ’I’}
3 construction site any location C
4 own company own company exclusively {b ∈ B | b = x}
5 other company any firm except the own B \ {x}
6 household any private household H
7 other
business-related
destination
any location C
8 private
destination
any location C
9 branch office any firm sharing own economic sector {b ∈ B | es(b) = es(x)}
C is the set of locations.
B is the set of businesses.
H is the set of private households.
x is the business to be processed.
(forwarder) would be to have them point to firms whose economic sector corresponds
to ‘cargo handling and storage’ (NACE subsection 63.1). Since the virtual world
does not support this level of detail, the upper next level (I: ‘transport, storage and
communication’) is chosen.
The distance constraint c2 is set to consider the direct airline distance between the
origin and destination for the current simulation run. Epsilon is set to ±50 meters,
specifying that the length of a generated trip can differ from the length of the original
template logbook within this range. Epsilon is not expressed as a function of the trip
length with the intention to test the algorithm with small epsilons. The algorithmic
implementation assumes that half of  is sufficient in most cases, and only if no elements
are found (no elements exist that meet the constraint c1 within that corridor) or
subsequent trips fail, the search corridor is expanded to the full epsilon range. Larger
values for epsilon would lead to higher rates of applicable template logbooks.
The sorting criterion z will sort the remaining waypoints according to how well they
reflect the original trip’s distance-to-homesite in the template logbook and waypoints
are allowed to differ from the original distance-to-homesite without limit. The mapping
between firms and template logbooks is chosen to resemble equal attribution defined
in formula 5.32 on page 48. Multiple mobility ratios per firm are not differentiated.
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Template logbooks are selected from the set of potential logbooks by random and no
weight function is applied. A 100 % sample, that is, all firms located in the study area,
will be processed.
6.5.2 Experimental results
The simulation results will be analyzed by first investigating into the formal success
rate, then analyzing aggregates and finally showing examples of generated trip chains
on individual level.
Formal analysis
In total, 520 637 trips were generated during the simulation and 265 367 of these were
trips of type commercial passenger transport. The trips were made by 133 538 vehicles
on behalf of 97 936 firms. For each vehicle, a template logbook was selected. In 97.7 %
of all cases, the template logbook could be successfully applied to the synthetic world
and in the remaining 2.3 %, the assignment failed. For these cases, the constraint def-
inition in conjunction with the characteristics of the synthetic world did not allow to
apply the selected template logbook. In another 25 492 cases, the template logbook
that was chosen could not be assigned with respect to the fact that it did not contain
waypoints of type homesite. By this, no pivot point is defined that specifies where
to place the template logbook. For these, one of the measures that were proposed in
section 5.5.1 need to be applied: (1) random dispersion, (2) employee home/work rela-
tionship modeling or (3) impact analysis. As anticipated in section 5.5.1, a significant
share of the logbooks in question were operating far from their home location. Many
trips were therefore made outside the study area and hence are not relevant, which is
why no further steps are taken here to consider them. If alternative pivot points were
to be supplied for those in question, their application can be expected not to differ
from the results that were observed for the rest of logbooks. The formal success rates
are summarized in table 6.8.
Aggregate analysis
The generated traffic volume is expressed in absolute numbers in table 6.9. It shows
the total number of trips that were generated during the simulation per vehicle type.
It must be noted that the actual numbers that were obtained should not be considered
to be precise estimates since they reflect several aspects that are specific to the input
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Table 6.8: Formal analysis of the simulation results. The assignment failed if a tem-
plate logbook or one of its sub-logbooks could not be assigned.
Log event description absolutes percentages
Template logbooks successfully applied 130 407 97.7 %
Logbooks that did not fit to the synthetic world 3 131 2.3 %
a) Closed trip chain could not get assigned. 1828*
b) Open trip chain could not get assigned. 1576*
Total number of vehicles processed 133 538 100 %
Total number of firms processed 97 936
Logbooks with no stop at home business (not implemented) 25 492
* a) and b), when taken together, exceed the number of 3 131 failed template logbooks,
because for logbooks with several sub-logbooks, each that fails is counted separate.
data. The results are not empirically sound because of the limited data that is avail-
able for calibration and the relatively small effort that was spent on data collection
and preparation. For comparison, Rossi et al. interviewed twenty project managers
in the United States responsible for the development and data gathering process of
regional activity-based traffic models and concluded that the model development usu-
ally takes between two to three years and costs US $600 000 to $800 000 in additional
consulting fees [79].
Table 6.9: Number of simulated trips, by vehicle type
Vehicle type number of trips thereof trips with
commercial purpose
(KiD trip purpose 1
to 5 and 21)
motorbikes 10 212 (2 %) 9 677
automobiles 311 044 (59.7 %) 246 703
trucks up to 3,5 t of payload 191 800 (36.8 %) 181 126
trucks with more than 3,5 t of payload 2 854 (0.5 %) 2 854
semitrailer trucks 457 (0.1 %) 457
overland buses 3 052 (0.6 %) 3 052
emergency vehicles 88 (0 %) 88
others 1 130 (0.2 %) 1 102
total 520 637 (100 %) 445 059
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However, despite these limitations, the shares per vehicle type in the simulation
remarkably correspond to the ones published by Steinmeyer and Wagner in [89]
and [90]. According to their studies, the number of passenger car trips in Berlin was
estimated to account for 62 % of total traffic, and for trucks with up to 3.5 tonnes of
payload the number of 34 % is given. In comparison, passenger car trips account for
60 % of the trips in the current simulation run and trucks with up to 3.5 tonnes of
payload accounted for 37 % in the simulation (see figure 6.5). A significant difference
between the simulation’s distribution of vehicle types and that of empirical figures
would hint that the grouping of firms by size and economic sector did not result in per-
fectly homogeneous behavior pattern sets, suggesting to distinguish between multiple
agent types per firm and/or to apply a weighting factor for taking into account the
discrepancy.
A further comparison of the two estimations shows that neither the absolute numbers
differ. So was the number of trips per day estimated by Steinmeyer and Wagner
to be roughly 510 000 trips, with a range of tolerance between 410 to 610 thousand
trips [89]. As shown in table 6.9, the sum of all trips in the current simulation lies in
this range and accounts for 521 000 daily trips.
In order to analyze the number of vehicle kilometers driven, a sample of 7 170 trips
from those that were generated by the simulation was drawn. A route within the road
network was then generated for each by querying the shortest travel time algorithm
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Figure 6.5: Traffic volume per vehicle type in percent. Comparison between esti-
mates by Steinmeyer and Wagner [89, 90] and simulation results.
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of the XML web service Google Maps [39]. The results are displayed in table 6.10,
showing that the total number of vehicle kilometers travelled make up approximately
13.5 million kilometers by this projection. As such, the simulation also narrowly corre-
sponds to the estimate by Steinmeyer and Wagner of 11 million vehicle kilometers
with a range of tolerance between 9 and 13.5 million. A comparison by vehicle type
shows that the share of kilometers travelled with automobiles represents about 70 % in
both studies (70 % in this simulation and 71 % in Steinmeyer and Wagner). Only
for trucks, the shares differ slightly with 28 % of trucks with up to 3.5 tons of payload
in the present simulation opposed to 18 % respectively. Considering the high degree of
similarity in most measures, the present simulation is not further calibrated.
The numbers by Steinmeyer and Wagner are chosen for verification because they
are comparable in that the two study areas are identical and only traffic on behalf of
firms that are located inside it is considered. Incoming traffic from companies from
outside is not included. The two calculations are further identical in that they both
consider private and non-private trips of these firms and also, both cases generate
the transport demand for an average work day (a regular Tuesday, Wednesday, or
Thursday). Further, their estimates are solid in that their methodology successfully
passed the scientific peer-review process twice [89, 90], including a presentation at the
Transportation Research Board Annual Meeting in 2006. A drawback is, however,
that their numbers are based on several assumptions that limit their suitability for
comparison. The main difference is that the results by Steinmeyer and Wagner
Table 6.10: Routed vehicle kilometers travelled, by vehicle type and for all vehicles.
Projection based on a sample with n = 7 170, no projection made for small case
numbers.
Vehicle type N n
avg. routed
distance per
trip in km
projected vehicle kilometers
absolute percentages
motorbikes 10 212 123 13.18 134 573 1.0 %
automobiles 311 044 4 196 30.61 9 521 326 70.3 %
trucks up to 3.5 t of payload 191 800 2 756 19.57 3 753 691 27.7 %
trucks with more than 3.5 t of payload 2 854 37 - - -
semitrailer trucks 457 3 - - -
overland buses 3 052 38 - - -
emergency vehicles 88 3 - - -
others 1 130 14 - - -
all 520 637 7 170 26.0 13 536 562 100.0 %
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only consider trips on behalf of commercially registered vehicles, hence commercial
trips that are made with vehicles registered to private holders are not covered. On
the contrary, the present simulation did not differentiate between vehicles registered
to private and commercial holders. Hence, the number of trips in the simulation
should exceed the ones by Steinmeyer and Wagner with those made by vehicles
registered to private holders. The fact that this is not the case might be because the
empirical survey Dienstleistungsverkehr in industriellen Wertscho¨pfungsprozessen that
was used for the derivation of the mobility ratios emphasized business to business (B2B)
relationships, while business to consumer (B2C) relations are not entirely covered.
Therefore, a question left unanswered here is whether the amount of missing trips in
each approach is equivalent. While the simulation results suggest that they are, an
empirical analysis is needed for full validation. Another critical issue is that one of the
input data sources that were used by Steinmeyer and Wagner is KiD, representing
an overlap of input data between the two procedures. However, their usage of KiD
is different in that they referred to KiD for the extraction of aggregates, while the
present simulation refers to KiD’s raw trip chain records. The rest of input data
sources do not overlap. So did Steinmeyer and Wagner use the firm register of
the Statistical Institute of Berlin and the vehicle registration numbers of the Federal
Motor Transport Authority for their approach. On the contrary, for the simulation, a
firm register obtained from infas Geodaten (see section 6.2.3) and trip rates from the
empirical survey Dienstleistungsverkehr (see section 6.4) were used.
The methodology definition in chapter 5 specifies what variables ultimately affect
the simulation’s output. As stated there, the two key figures ‘number of trips’ and the
‘kilometers driven’ are dependent from three input variables:
1. The set of firms B. A greater amount of firms will lead to a higher number of
trips. Also, the set’s composition with economic sector and firm size determines
the selection of template logbooks, in consequence affecting the trip volume and
the kilometers traveled.
2. Further, the mobility ratios m(b) or mi(b) respectively, since the number of
vehicles that operate on behalf of firms directly affects the two key figures.
3. And finally, the characteristics of the template logbooks contained in the repos-
itory affect the output by their number of trips |Tl| and their distance covered
d(l) of a logbook l.
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The parameter  can be assumed not to affect the two key figures significantly despite
of the actual size that is chosen, as with high case numbers, trips with large (positive)
epsilons are compensating for smaller (negative) ones. Neither are spatial data sources
listed above despite their importance to the present methodology, because they only
affect the distribution of trips without changing their distance, thus showing no effect
on the trip volume nor the kilometers driven.
Of the variables with impact, the input data used by Steinmeyer and Wagner
overlap with the third and do not intersect with the first and the second. On the one
hand, this shows that the comparison data and the input data are not fully disjunct,
hence not fulfilling the model theoretic requirements that were given in section 4.1.
The limited data available makes a compromise necessary, for the cost of impeding
full validation. On the other hand, the comparison also shows that despite the input
data and its usage not being fully identical, the two approaches lead to similar results,
suggesting that the two methodologies correctly reproduce the input data and that the
simulation is free of programming bugs and incorrect methodology design.
Another essential aspect in output accuracy is the spatial distribution of trips. This
is contrary to the methodology by Steinmeyer and Wagner, which does not specify
how the trips distribute. The high formal success rate that was obtained in the sim-
ulation with roughly 98 % successfully mapped logbooks raises the question whether
the set of constraints was set too weak, giving the algorithm far too many choices
that might have caused a pointless dispersion of trips in space. Hence, the spatial
distribution of trips is analyzed next in figure 6.6. The figure displays the number of
incoming and leaving trips for every traffic cell. As shown, the majority of trips are
generated in the city districts and the outer suburbs show lesser degrees of incoming
and outgoing trips. Thereof exceptional are some districts with higher than average
trip rates that lie at the study area’s outside boundary. This effect is plausible because
in the present simulation, the study area captured the entire synthetic world, causing
a distortion for trips whose distance barely fit into it. Hence, such trips were more
likely placed into the few outer districts that were defined, overestimating the actual
trip volume for these districts. The effect can be avoided by having the study area be
a smaller part of the synthetic world as suggested in section 5.2.1.
The departure time histogram in figure 6.7 shows the distribution of trips over
twenty-four hours for all trips and in figure 6.8, the trips are split by trip purpose. Since
no equivalent data from other research is available, the curves cannot be compared with
other data. Nonetheless it can be said that the histograms generally follow the typical
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shaping with morning and afternoon peaks, showing that the program code apparently
worked well in terms of correctly reproducing the input template logbooks. Since
the code “clones” these templates, any major difference such as no trips during the
afternoon would hint a possible programming bug, while any minor difference such as a
shift from too many trips in the morning hours to too few in the evening can be caused
by the incorrect selection of template logbooks, e. g. if a specific non-representative
logbook were chosen disproportionately frequently.
More analyses can be made with the output data. So does figure 6.9 line up all
trips on the x-axis in the order of their distance, showing that very few trips show
long distances and the majority of trips are of short distance with less than 100 kilo-
meters. The average number of trips per trip chain in the simulation correspond to
3.69 trips. By this, the rate is found to be within the corridor of 3.6 to 3.8 trips
per day for weekdays that was observed in the recent empirical survey Mobilita¨t in
Deutschland 2008 (MiD) [35]. However, a full validation must be subject to further
research. The analyses that were given so far have been primarily qualitative. An
0 10.0005.000 Meters±
4.000
trips leaving
trips incoming
Figure 6.6: Spatial distribution of incoming and leaving trips by statistical area.
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Figure 6.7: Departure time histogram, n = 507 662
ultimate model verification requires to link the methodology to road traffic simulators
for direct comparison with life traffic counting data from the road network.
Individual trip chain analysis
A notable feature of the present methodology is the generation of individual trip chain
records, such as the one depicted in listing 6.1. The listing shows the trip chain
record in Matsim XML, the file format previously introduced in section 3.2.3. The
trip chain consists of five individual trips (or legs), the first starting at 05:40 am and
arriving at the last waypoint at 15:55 pm. Note that the empirical survey KiD, which
provided the template logbooks that were used for the simulation, only specifies the
trips of a vehicle without giving much information on the activities between the trips.
In consequence, the activity types are coded as ‘not specified’. The coordinates can
be used to transform the dayplan into a route. Figure 6.10 shows a route that was
generated using the ‘shortest route’ mode of the web service Google Maps.
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Figure 6.8: Departure time histograms by trip purpose.
6.5.3 Computational speed
Computation of the 100 % sample accounted for 42 hours, the equivalent of 1.13 sec-
onds per firm and template logbook and 0.29 seconds per trip on an Intel Xeon 3.00
GHz machine with 12 GB of RAM running Ubuntu Linux 4.3.2 64-bit and PostgreSQL
8.3.7. While this is almost two days, the run time seems acceptable because during the
code development, the primary focus was on the actual program logic. Not much of the
potential for speed improvements has been exploited because of several reasons. One
was that concentrating on the model logic allowed to keep the program code simple
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Figure 6.9: Trips by distance, n = 520 637
Listing 6.1: Example of a generated trip chain record in Matsim XML
<plans name="plans file" xml:lang="de-DE">
<person id="1">
<plan selected="yes">
<act type="ns" x="13.358057" y="52.535817"
start_time="00:00:00" end_time="05:40:00" />
<leg mode="car" dep_time="05:40:00" arr_time="06:32:00" />
<act type="ns" x="13.074649" y="52.962143" start_time="06:32:00" />
<leg mode="car" dep_time="09:10:00" arr_time="09:30:00" />
<act type="ns" x="13.358057" y="52.535817" start_time="09:30:00" />
<leg mode="car" dep_time="11:00:00" arr_time="11:15:00" />
<act type="ns" x="13.301205" y="52.527727" start_time="11:15:00" />
<leg mode="car" dep_time="13:00:00" arr_time="13:20:00" />
<act type="ns" x="13.203236" y="52.519690" start_time="13:20:00" />
<leg mode="car" dep_time="15:40:00" arr_time="15:55:00" />
<act type="ns" x="13.303030" y="52.551856" start_time="15:55:00" />
</plan>
</person>
</plans>
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(a) Complete route.
(b) Origin (c) Destination
Figure 6.10: Route example showing the fourth trip of the trip chain from figure 6.1
using the Google Maps shortest path search [39].
and easy to maintain. More importantly, the fact that the main loop iterations are
independent from each other allows to easily scale up the run time through paralleliza-
tion on multiple machines, hence, in theory, allowing to speed up the calculation time
to any desired time frame. And furthermore, despite this simulation being a 100 %
sample, a common procedure is to only process fractions opposed to processing the
entire population. By drawing a random sample, the results can then be extrapolated
to reach the original level.
Axhausen claims that for models to be used by professionals during their every
day work, run-times of no more than one night on standard computers are required [2].
While with the help of sub-samples and parallelization the runtime can be significantly
decreased, the algorithm design itself also provides further potential. The most signifi-
cant potential for speed improvements is that while the present search algorithm works
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well for logbooks with up to five trips, the search is not optimized for logbooks with
many trips. Logbooks with high trip numbers generally lead to large search spaces
of potential combinations and as such, require a lot of computation time. Although
only few logbooks exist with high trip numbers, they still make up a substantial part
of the total run time. The current implementation shortens run time in that it termi-
nates once a solution has been found without testing for other, perhaps more realistic
solutions. Implementing a heuristic approach promises to shorten run times while ob-
taining more accurate results. The current implementation neither takes into account
whether a query has been executed before. Hence, a caching strategy that avoids the
multiple execution of identical search queries may lead to further optimization.
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7 Discussion and conclusions
The previous chapter presented the development and data gathering process for the
demonstration example and concluded with a discussion of the particular simulation
results that were obtained. Continuing in this vein, a review of the method’s key as-
pects from a broader context is the intention of this chapter. The first part summarizes
the essential considerations that led to the methodology’s design in section 7.1. The
methodology’s strengths and weaknesses are then assessed in section 7.2 and finally,
the method’s ability for forecasting is the focus of section 7.3.
7.1 Methodology design aspects
Just as with the previous example demonstration, most transport models simulate the
period of a single day, usually one average work day. There also exist transport demand
models that consider a complete week (examples are [4] and [30]), acknowledging the
idea that the activities carried out in one day are affected by the activities carried
out on other days [44]. The period of time that the present methodology emulates is
determined by the time range that is covered by the template logbooks and can be one
or several days. Time is represented in minutes, allowing the reproduction of features
such as morning and evening peaks during rush hour.
The principle procedure of consulting a template logbook’s geometric pattern for
the distribution of trips as opposed to matching production and attraction key figures
known from the traditional four-step process is shaped by the fact that meeting this
model’s spatial resolution requires production and attraction rates at the same level
of detail, namely individual houses. Having to derive production and attraction rates
from empirical data is avoided by instead referring to a template logbook’s geometric
shape.
Some transport demand models define capacity constraints (CC). The capacity con-
straint of a movie theater, for example, is the maximum number of customers that
can be accommodated by it at one time. While capacity constraints at the level of
zones and districts are essential for aggregated modeling approaches, the concept is not
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adopted by most simulation-based implementations on the micro level [2]. One reason
is that obtaining meaningful capacity constraints is costly and time-consuming. For
instance, the capacities of movie theaters, schools, and restaurants need to be known or
reasonable assumptions must be made if not. Another is the accompanied significant
increase in computing time, if capacity constraints are to be considered. While the
algorithm can be extended to evaluate capacity constraints without much programing
effort, this feature has not been implemented for these reasons. Furthermore, the bene-
fits that can be expected seem small in comparison to the accompanying costs; because
of the way that trips are distributed in space, large queuing in certain locations may
be less likely.
Spatial constraints were defined as “hard” constraints, meaning that they are applied
in a strict sense. In contrast, the opposite would be letting the results violate some
of the constraints or to differ to a certain degree. In the demonstration example that
was given in chapter 6, waypoints of type one (terminal, station, port, airport) were
defined to be located only in land-use areas of ‘special use’. This can be problematic
if, in the real world, not 100 % of such waypoints, but only a share is located in those
areas. For example, only 80 % or 90 % of the waypoints of type one might actually be
located in areas of special use. These and similar situations can be better expressed
through random utility models (RUM). One advantage of RUMs is that they work with
probabilities, opposed to a strict interpretation of hard constraints. As a consequence,
they are more fail-safe with regard to inaccurate input data. In the light of the present
methodology, the application of flexible template logbooks would further reduce the
number of logbooks that cannot be matched, given that the more important constraints
fit. Yet there are also drawbacks to be considered. A major disadvantage of random
utility models is that they were originally intended for the description of small choice
sets [54]. The application to large sets of alternatives would result in very large search
spaces. Working with probabilities requires propagating the entire search tree, which
is not feasable in reasonable computation time. On the contrary, the use of ‘hard’
constraints allows many branches of the search tree to be cut off, which is why the
latter concept (i.e. ‘hard’ constraints) was implemented in the present demonstration
example.
With respect to the two alternatives for modeling the waypoint selection procedure,
the downsides of using ‘hard’ constraints can be reduced when generating the virtual
world. The first alternative is to design the waypoint type constraint c1 as outlayed in
section 5.4.1, that is waypoints of the type ´shipping agency’ are defined to be locations
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in areas of industrial land-use housing a firm within the economic sector ’transport,
storage, and communication’:
Cshipping agency = {c ∈ C | c ‘is business’
∧ asector(c) = ‘transport, storage, and communication’
∧ aland-use(c) = ‘industrial’}
(7.1)
This waypoint type definition was chosen to differentiate between the waypoints of
the various types by the characteristics that are provided by the spatial input data.
On the contrary and as a second alternative, the location choice requirements may be
considered at an early stage during the generation of the synthetic world. Given that
the virtual world should resemble the real world as close as possible, waypoints of type
‘shipping agency’ should at best be defined as such and hence flagged accordingly. The
constraint can then be simplified by changing the above definition (equation 7.1) into
Cshipping agency = {c ∈ C | c ‘is shipping agency’} (7.2)
A benefit is that the number of shipping agency locations (to continue the example
from above) can be predefined at the simulation’s start, as opposed to no restrictions
in the alternative one. Furthermore, for selective regions, spatial data exists in which
not only the location of a building, but also the function it provides, is specified.
When implementing data of that kind, trips to waypoints of a given type can be
precisely defined as a trip to a location of that type. In the example demonstration
in chapter 6, the first alternative was chosen because the data at hand did not allow
for the second. Future implementations however, may benefit from a more detailed
virtual world, especially in the light of upcoming improvements in data availability.
The methodology may also be applied to regions other than Berlin if the data re-
quirements that were outlined in chapter 4.2 can be met. That is, data for the three
categories trip chain data (section 4.2.1), traffic volume data (section 4.2.2), and pop-
ulation data (section 4.2.3) must be available. Areas containing major barriers to
transport such as rivers and/or mountain chains will benefit from using the routed
distance opposed to the airline distance, with respect to the effects on travel patterns.
By matter of fact, the share of successfully matched logbooks can be expected to be
high assuming that both the input data as well as the constraint definitions resemble
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the behavior patterns of the study area. And further, the parameter epsilon allows for
calibration.
7.2 Strengths and weaknesses
One strength of the methodology is that the demand generated by it is both sound
on the macro as well as on the micro level. Results, when aggregated, are based on
individual trip chains, which themselves are sound in that they reproduce behavior
patterns that were empirically observed. As such, the output is of use to agent-based
traffic flow simulators, which otherwise need different ways to disaggregate given ag-
gregated trip numbers into individual trip chains. As research has mainly gone into
improving the actual traffic flow models, very little attention has been given to the
generation of trip chains, despite this being needed for input by these models. For this
need, the methodology presented here improves current practice and provides a more
sophisticated approach by consulting spatial and empirical data. The collection of trip
chain data in particular will benefit from low surveying costs, supported by the trend
towards personal GPS devices in many people’s daily lives.
Another strength is that despite the principle intention to model transport demand
for commercial passenger transport, the methodology is not limited to this type. The
application to private households with behavior patterns typical to household mem-
bers results in the demand for private trips and by generating the demand for freight
transport likewise, a region’s total transport demand can be obtained. For private
transport, the simulation loop structure would then iterate over the set of households
opposed to firms. Depending on the population’s level of detail, the number of indi-
viduals in each household can be expressed by multiple mobility ratios per household
to resemble the various person types that together constitute the household, e. g. the
number of children or adults in work.
The methodology is further extendable in that it is not restricted to a given set of
specific attributes. Peterson and Vovsha, for example, request that travel demand
models should incorporate a structural typology of vehicles in the same way that they
incorporate travel purposes [73]. Given that template logbooks are supplied with a
specification of vehicle type, that information can be passed on to show up later in
the output statistics. Depending on the empirical data at hand, this can be used
to distinguish between the two types ‘diesel’ or ‘gasoline’ or to contribute to a more
complex set of attributes such as vehicle type, emissions, age, and others.
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There are also weaknesses. One is the current backtracking procedure, which always
generates the same output for a given set of input parameters. For logbooks that
contain two or more identical closed trip chains, the current implementation will cause
the generated trips to be identical as well, while in reality the tours might have differed.
The same applies if one template logbook is applied several times by a given firm. By
selecting the first waypoint by random, this behavior can be circumvented in future
implementations. Another improvement to the search algorithm would be to search for
the match that best reflects the original template logbook’s shape in that it minimizes
the differences between original and matched distance-to-home values. In contrast, the
current implementation terminates once the first valid solution has been found and
does not search for subsequent solutions. Since doing so would require the iteration
of the complete search tree, a heuristic approach should be chosen that finds optimal
solutions in optimal time.
Further, the input data did not fit the data requirements perfectly. Recent and fu-
ture improvements in data quality will allow more precise definitions of the simulation
parameters in future implementations. The need for more accurate distance-to-home
values has been acknowledged and will be answered by the upcoming remake of KiD, for
which distance-to-home values will be provided, calculated prior to the data anonymiza-
tion process. For the demonstration example in chapter 6, these values were calculated
after the data anonymization necessary for data privacy compliance – in effect subop-
timal distance values were obtained. Another improvement would be to survey more
details on the waypoints reached in logbook surveys, such as the economic sector of
external companies that are visited. In this regard, the remake of the survey KiD will
lead to a significant improvement of the current situation by specifying the land-use
at each waypoint.
Finally, the methodology is subject to the aspects that were identified in chapter 4.1,
and to these affecting the capacity for behavior analysis, especially in the light of policy
options that seek a change in people’s route choice behavior. How this drawback can
be resolved is the focus of the next section.
7.3 Scenario analysis and forecasting
Any attempt to make valid predictions about the future must be handled with care. For
instance, one can argue that by matter of fact it is not possible to make valid predictions
about the future. The philosopher Immanuel Kant claimed that any attempt to do so
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must fail, unless it is the forecaster themself who has the power to take the actions
needed for the prediction to become true:
“A true forecast of a coming event is only possible if the forecaster is fully
able to effect that which they priorly announced [48].” 1
Nils Bohr, a Nobel Prize laureate in Physics, once joked that “prediction is very
difficult, especially if it’s about the future”. In this, he is not alone. The statement
is also known in one of its many variants from Mark Twain, Bernhard Shaw and
Albert Einstein. On the other hand, predictions are a necessary and important tool
for society. Despite being difficult and theoretically impossible, having actions rooted
in the best knowledge available is by any means more favorable than taking decisions
without any foundation. Similarily, no one seriously proposes investing in large-scale
transport infrastructure projects without extensively investigating into the need for
the investment. The principle scientific methodology that is typically applied is the
use of models that forecast observed trends. Here, the quote by Bohr is a warning of
the importance of finding a model that correctly identifies patterns in past data that
will continue to hold true in the future [67]. A theoretical basis are ceteris paribus
assumptions, that is to investigate into the effects of changing one parameter at a
time, “with all other things being equal”. The systematic approach allows making
solid predictions based on arguable assumptions, and by that minimizes the risk of
incorrect forecasts.
In the particular field of transport research, a number of scenarios are typically
developed and tested against each other. Starting from a base scenario, policy options
and the anticipated changes are evaluated. The presented methodology, in principle,
allows the alteration of any of the input parameters as well as of the actual input data.
Demographic, structural and economic changes can be depicted through the adaption
of the virtual world:
1. First, manipulating the land-use data such as adding or removing industrial and
residential land-use areas will affect the spatial distribution of trips.
2. Demographic changes can be accounted for by altering the virtual world’s popu-
lation accordingly, such as changing the grouping of individuals into households.
1 own translation from the German: Eine wahrsagende Geschichtsschreibung des Bevorstehenden
in der ku¨nftigen Zeit ist nur mo¨glich, wenn der Wahrsager die Begebenheiten selber macht und
veranstaltet, die er zum voraus verku¨ndigt.
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Given that mobility ratios are known for the relevant household types, the effects
can be measured.
3. For the integration of expected economic changes, the actual number of firms
or the shares of firms per economic sector can be altered, such as shifts from
one economic sector to another or smaller groups of large firms trending towards
smaller firm sizes.
Changes in trip volume can be depicted by one of the following options:
1. The mobility ratios may be modified for scenarios in which the traffic volume is ex-
pected to change, such as changes in oil price, increases or losses in gross domestic
product (GDP) or for relevant changes in the national unemployment numbers.
This presumes that the expected changes in traffic volume must be determined
beforehand through separate models. The present methodology then can be
used to generate trip chain data based on the new input data assuming that the
template logbooks embodied in the logbook repository remain unchanged.
2. Another way to model changes in trip volume is to manipulate the logbook
repository in order to depict changes in tour patterns. For this purpose, logbooks
can be generated synthetically by means of changing the distance of trips or the
number of trips of some or all economic sectors, households or individuals.
While no technical difficulties hinder the joint application of a mix of measures, the
ceteris paribus principle requires the application of only one of the above measures
at a time. Of advantage is that the methodology is particularly helpful for scenarios
in which only limited choice is given to the individuals, that is use cases in which
the choice is not by the traveler, but other stakeholders who do not consider their
decision’s immediate impact on transport. Courier, express and parcel services (CEP)
such as FedEx, DHL or UPS, are often constrained by customer demands that request
the delivery of a shipment until a certain hour. The business model requests that
shipments not be delivered prior the time that is payed for, in order to keep the added
value of express deliveries exclusive.
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8 Summary and outlook
8.1 Summary
Several conclusions can be made. Firstly, the demonstration showed that the method-
ology is applicable. The program code is maintainable and runs in reasonable time,
allowing the simulation of 100 percent samples of large urban areas. The application
also showed that much of the needed input data is available and the methodology can
be adapted to fit new data, once available. Upcoming surveys will further lead to an
increasing pool of data for the approach. For validation, the simulation results were
sound in that they corresponded to third-party estimates. Of particular advantage is
the high level of disaggregation and the ability to supply traffic flow simulators with
agent plans in this detail.
The demonstration also identified weaknesses of the present approach. The input
data did not fit the data requirements perfectly. Template logbooks from outside the
study area were used to increase case numbers and the distance-to-home values in the
template logbooks were affected by the prior data anonymization process. Another
weakness is that the current implementation is not much optimized for processing
speed. However, these weaknesses are not found in the principal design and can be
averted in future implementations.
8.2 Outlook
During method implementation and demonstration, various aspects were identified
throughout this thesis on how the existing method can be improved. As such, these
considerations guide the way towards the next steps deemed necessary to establish the
method as a standardized and easy to use tool. Thus a number of small issues were
identified that can be easily taken into account in updated versions: epsilon should
be expressed relative to the trip distance rather than absolutely; or to fine-tune the
procedure for trips outside the synthetic world (e. g. by ranking possible waypoints
according to their distance to the home site rather than choosing waypoints without
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priority if the trip distance circle and the distance-to-home circle do not intersect). A
significant improvement would be to replace the current location assignment procedure
that is currently based on a trip’s airline distance by the actual travel time. The
benefit would be more realistic trip chains that fit well to local conditions, enabling
the simulation of more regions. Another major improvement would be to search for
trip chains that best reflect the template’s spatial pattern, as in the current form, the
algorithm moves on once the first valid solution is found. When addressing this issue,
the algorithm’s search strategy and run time may be optimized as well, something that
was only partially covered in this thesis. And for cases in which the concept of capacity
constraints is needed, the method may be extended accordingly.
Further prospects are the application to use cases that go beyond the original inten-
tion. While the generation of urban commercial motorized vehicle trip chains was the
focus of this thesis, the method is not restricted to a given transport type or region.
Hence, further research may test the method with other transport types and modes.
And finally, linking the method with other micro simulation models promises further
exploitation.
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Table A.1: German Classification of Economic Activities, Edition 2003
WZ 2003 description
A Agriculture, hunting and forestry
B Fishing
C Mining and quarrying
D Manufacturing
E Electricity, gas and water supply
F Construction
G Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles and personal and
household goods
H Hotels and restaurants
I Transport, storage and communication
J Financial intermediation
K Real estate, renting and business activities
L Public administration and defence; compulsory social security
M Education
N Health and social work
O Other community, social and personal service activities
P Private households with employed persons
Q Extra-territorial organizations and bodies
Source: Statistisches Bundesamt, Wiesbaden 2003 [85]
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Listing A.1: The PL/SQL script that was used for creating the logbook repository
from the empirical survey Kraftfahrzeugverkehr in Deutschland (KiD) for the demon-
stration example in chapter 6.
CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "pwvm_createLogbooksFromKid"() RETURNS integer AS $$
DECLARE
lb RECORD;
trip RECORD;
geom geometry;
BEGIN
DELETE FROM pwvm_logbook_trip;
DELETE FROM pwvm_logbook;
FOR lb IN
SELECT kid_fahrzeug.h01, f03::integer, kid_fahrzeug.fahrzeugid, f02c, f02a,
kid_fahrt.f02_geom,
(CASE WHEN kid_fahrzeug.h01=’P’ THEN null ELSE "pwvm_Theadcountclass".id END)
AS headcountclass,
kid_fahrzeug.k01::integer
FROM kid_fahrzeug
JOIN kid_fahrt ON (kid_fahrt.fahrzeugid = kid_fahrzeug.fahrzeugid)
LEFT JOIN "pwvm_Theadcountclass"
ON (kid_fahrzeug.h05 >= "pwvm_Theadcountclass".min AND kid_fahrzeug.h05 <= "
pwvm_Theadcountclass".max)
WHERE kid_fahrt.fahrtid = 1
LOOP
-- Now "lb" has one record from the query above
INSERT INTO pwvm_logbook
(id,
source_type,
"kid_vehicleId",
source_plz,
business_wz,
business_headcountclass,
source_kgs,
the_geom,
vehicletype)
VALUES (lb.fahrzeugid, lb.f03, lb.fahrzeugid, lb.f02c, lb.h01, lb.headcountclass, lb.
f02a, lb.f02_geom, lb.k01);
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geom = lb.f02_geom;
FOR trip IN
SELECT fahrtid, f09::integer, f08c, f08a, f07a::integer, f14::double precision,
f08_geom, f04, f10a
FROM kid_fahrt
WHERE fahrzeugid = lb.fahrzeugid
ORDER BY fahrtid ASC
LOOP
INSERT INTO pwvm_logbook_trip ("logbookId", "tripId", dest_type, dest_plz,
dest_kgs, purpose, distance_empirical, the_geom, start_time, stop_time)
VALUES (
lb.fahrzeugid,
trip.fahrtid,
trip.f09,
trip.f08c,
trip.f08a,
trip.f07a,
trip.f14,
trip.f08_geom,
(CASE WHEN trip.f04=’-1:-1’ OR trip.f04=’-9:-9’ THEN null ELSE CAST(trip.f04 AS
TIME WITHOUT TIME ZONE) END),
(CASE WHEN trip.f10a=’-1:-1’ OR trip.f10a=’-9:-9’ THEN null ELSE CAST(trip.f10a
AS TIME WITHOUT TIME ZONE) END)
);
IF lb.f02_geom IS NOT NULL AND trip.f08_geom IS NOT NULL
THEN
UPDATE pwvm_logbook_trip SET z_source = ST_distance(lb.f02_geom, trip.
f08_geom)
WHERE "logbookId" = lb.fahrzeugid AND "tripId" = trip.fahrtid;
END IF;
IF geom IS NOT NULL AND trip.f08_geom IS NOT NULL
THEN
UPDATE pwvm_logbook_trip SET distance = ST_distance(geom, trip.f08_geom)
WHERE "logbookId" = lb.fahrzeugid AND "tripId" = trip.fahrtid;
END IF;
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geom = trip.f08_geom;
END LOOP;
-- Resolving branch office vs. own business
-- If multiple waypoints are of type ’home business’, all are set to be of type ’
branch office’ except:
-- by priority:
-- 1. The waypoint that appears more frequently than others and that is identified
as ’home business’ in all cases
-- 2. The first waypoint of type ’home business’
UPDATE pwvm_logbook
SET source_type = 9 -- branch office
WHERE id = lb.fahrzeugid
AND source_type = 4 -- home business
AND the_geom != (
SELECT the_geom FROM (
SELECT count(*), type, the_geom FROM (
SELECT the_geom, source_type AS type FROM pwvm_logbook WHERE id = lb.fahrzeugid
UNION
SELECT the_geom, dest_type FROM pwvm_logbook_trip WHERE "logbookId" = lb.
fahrzeugid
) waypointlist
WHERE type = 4 -- home business
GROUP BY the_geom, type
ORDER BY count DESC
) hb
LIMIT 1
);
UPDATE pwvm_logbook_trip
SET dest_type = 9 -- Filiale
WHERE "logbookId" = lb.fahrzeugid
AND dest_type = 4 -- home business
AND the_geom != (
SELECT the_geom FROM (
SELECT count(*), type, the_geom FROM (
SELECT the_geom, source_type AS type FROM pwvm_logbook WHERE id = lb.fahrzeugid
UNION
SELECT the_geom, dest_type FROM pwvm_logbook_trip WHERE "logbookId" = lb.
fahrzeugid
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) waypointlist
WHERE type = 4 -- home business
GROUP BY the_geom, type
ORDER BY count DESC
) hb
LIMIT 1
);
-- END Resolving branch office vs. own business
END LOOP;
-- Generating z
UPDATE pwvm_logbook_trip t
SET z_home =
CASE
WHEN t.the_geom IS NOT NULL AND (SELECT the_geom FROM pwvm_logbook_trip WHERE
pwvm_logbook_trip."logbookId"=t."logbookId" AND pwvm_logbook_trip.dest_type =
4 LIMIT 1) IS NOT NULL
THEN ST_distance((SELECT the_geom FROM pwvm_logbook_trip current_trip WHERE
current_trip."logbookId"=t."logbookId" AND current_trip.dest_type = 4 LIMIT
1), t.the_geom)
ELSE
CASE
WHEN t.the_geom IS NOT NULL AND (SELECT the_geom FROM pwvm_logbook WHERE id=t.
"logbookId") IS NOT NULL AND (SELECT source_type FROM pwvm_logbook WHERE
id=t."logbookId") = 4
THEN ST_distance((SELECT the_geom FROM pwvm_logbook WHERE id=t."logbookId"),
t.the_geom)
END
END;
-- Filter according to trip purpose
DELETE FROM pwvm_logbook_trip WHERE "pwvm_getNumberOfBusiness
PassengerTransportTrips"("logbookId") <= 0;
-- Delete trips for which the covered airline distance could not be determined
DELETE FROM pwvm_logbook_trip WHERE "logbookId" IN (SELECT "logbookId" FROM
pwvm_logbook_trip WHERE distance IS NULL);
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-- Delete records in which multiple trips are summarized into one trip
DELETE FROM pwvm_logbook_trip WHERE "logbookId" IN (SELECT fahrzeugid FROM kid_fahrt
WHERE f16 = ’2’);
-- clean up (ensuring that only logbooks are kept with at least one trip)
DELETE FROM pwvm_logbook WHERE id NOT IN (SELECT "logbookId" FROM pwvm_logbook_trip);
RETURN 1;
END;
$$ LANGUAGE plpgsql;
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